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Executive Summary 

In Tasks 2.3 - 2.5, the sustainability assessment model for farmers was developed. It builds on activities 

carried out in Task 2.1 by comparing different business models of Short Food Supply Chains (SFSCs), and by 

building on the indicators of sustainability that were identified in Task 2.2.  

 

The SFSC business models considered are Community Supported Agriculture (CSA), Face-to-Face Sales, Local 

Food Trade, Online Trade, and Improved Logistics and were identified by SIE (Arino et al., 2022, agroBRIDGES 

Deliverable 2.1). A set of sales channels is associated with each of these business models and is compared 

using multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA).  

 

MCDA approaches assume that the relative attractiveness of the sales channels depends on a set of 

indicators. The indicators are intended to measure the economic, environmental and social impact of each 

of the sales channels. The indicators considered were identified by CREA (Cagliero et al., 2022), and referred 

to the business models identified in Task 2.1. Data was available at the level of sales channels and not at the 

higher aggregation level of business models. Therefore, a comparison of sales channels was chosen above a 

comparison of business models.  

 

However, not all sales channels are suitable for all farmers, for instance, ‘Pick-Your-Own’ can only be offered 

by fruit and vegetable growers. Therefore, individual farm and regional characteristics are considered, such 

as the variety of products offered, seasonal availability, specialisation, and regional income and population 

density, to determine which sales channels might be suitable for a particular producer. This information is 

collected over a user-interface. Based on this information and information on the relative attractiveness of 

different European regions, the sales channels are pre-sorted and sales channels that are considered not 

feasible for a certain farm type and region are removed prior to the MCDA analysis. The decision rules applied 

to filter through sales channels were derived from the literature and were validated using an expert survey 

within the agroBRIDGES BEACON regions. In the expert survey the decision rules that were considered for 

filtering the appropriate sales channels were presented to the experts and they were asked to either agree 

or disagree with them. Based on the experts’ responses, the decision rules were adjusted at country level.  

 

The result of the MCDA is a ranking of the sales channels. Visual representations of the sustainability 

indicators of the ranked sales channels are also provided as part of a dashboard. The following sections 

describe in detail how the model was developed and tested.  
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1. Introduction 

The current deliverable presents the sustainability assessment model and dashboard that were created in 

Tasks 2.3 -2.5 of the agroBRIDGES project which has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 

2020 Research and Innovation Programme under Grant Agreement No 101000788. 

agroBRIDGES aims to empower farmers with practical knowledge and tools to set up new business and 

marketing models based on Short Food Supply Chains (SFSCs), with a focus on building bridges between 

producers and consumers. Along these lines, the project follows an integrated methodology to establish 

regional multi-actor structures for demand-driven innovation, and deliver a combination of communication 

materials, training programmes, events, decision support and other digital tools packed in the agroBRIDGES 

Τoolbox. More than 400 producers, consumers and other agri-food stakeholders will be involved in testing, 

validating and ultimately benefitting from the roll out of the agroBRIDGES Τoolbox and its practical support.  

The sustainability assessment model for farmers intends to help farmers decide which Short Food Supply 

Chain (SFSC) business model might be a suitable option for them. The results of the model are presented in 

a dashboard and are based on the sustainability indicators of the considered business models and their sales 

channels. The main result is a ranking of the sales channels.  

The SFSC business models considered are Community Supported Agriculture (CSA), Face-to-Face Sales, Local 

Food Trade, Online Trade, and Improved Logistics, and were identified by SIE (Arino et al., 2022, agroBRIDGES 

Deliverable 2.1). Different sales channels can be categorised within each of the business models. The sales 

channels that are considered in tasks 2.3 – 2.5 present examples of each of the five business models, for 

which data on sustainability indicators could be found in the literature. 

The sales channels that belong to the business model Community Supported Agriculture are 'Trade of working 

hours for products' and 'Annual subscription - Trade of money for products'. For Face-to-Face Sales 'On-Farm 

Shops', 'Farmers’ Markets' and 'Pick -Your-Own' are the sales channels considered. The sales channel 

included for Local Food Trade is 'Retail stores - origin of the product is highlighted'. For Online Trade 'Box 

Scheme Subscription & Direct Delivery' and ‘Post-Delivery (Sales on Demand)' are included as sales channels. 

Improved Logistics does not cover specific sales channels, but represents all sales channels such as food hubs 

or producer organisations where farmers share the costs of logistics to be able to access sales channels that 

are traditionally served by larger operations (e.g., canteens, supermarket chains, and their warehouses). The 

business models and their sales channels are shown in figure 1.  
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Figure 1 Business models and sales channels considered in the analysis. 

 

The sales channels of the business models are compared using multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA). In 

MCDA approaches, it is assumed that the relative attractiveness of the sales channels depends on a set of 

indicators (Azzabi et al., 2021). The indicators are intended to measure the economic, environmental and 

social impact of the sales channels. Suitable indicators to compare the business models and sales channels 

within the SFSC were identified by CREA (Cagliero et al., 2022).  

The five business models identified by SIE sort common sales channels into groups in a novel way. Therefore, 

no information on the economic, environmental and social impact was available at this level. Averaging the 

impact of sales channels was also not considered feasible, as the impact differs between sales channels of 

the same business model. For example, 'On-Farm Shops' and 'Farmers’ Markets' belong to the same business 

model, but can have a very different impact on sustainability.  

The model, therefore, compares the sustainability indicators of the sales channels, as information on the 

economic, environmental, and social impact is only available at this level. This information on the 

sustainability indicators per sales channel was derived from secondary sources (mainly Malak-Rawlikowska 

et al., 2019; Le Roux, 2014 and MSU, 2017).  

The indicators used to compare the sustainability of different sales channels are: 

• (Expected) Sales Volume, Price Premium and Chain Value Added to measure economic 

impact. 

• Carbon Footprint, to measure environmental impact, and 

• Gender Equality, Closeness of Consumer Contact and Labour to Produce Ratio to measure 

social impact. 
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However, not all business models and sales channels are suitable for all farmers. For instance, farmers’ 

markets are only recommendable if the farmer can offer certain highly demanded products, or a variety of 

products that are deliverable over a longer period of time. Therefore, the individual farm characteristics must 

be considered, such as, the variety of products offered, delivery periods, and specialisation. This information 

is collected directly from producers over a user-interface. In addition, secondary data on regional 

characteristics such as GDP (Gross Domestic Product), income, and internet usage is derived from Eurostat 

(Eurostat 2021a, 2021b, 2021c, 2021d) and included in the MCDA. This regional data is used to measure the 

attractiveness of the region as a determinant of the (potential) economic success of each sales channel. 

Sales channels are pre-sorted based on the farmer characteristics collected through the user-interface, and 

the relative attractiveness of the region where the farm is located. The sales channels that are considered 

not feasible for a certain farm type and region are removed before the MCDA is performed. The decision 

rules applied are based on the literature (e.g., Le Roux, 2014, Rettner, 2020) and were validated using an 

expert survey in the agroBRIDGES BEACON regions. In the expert survey the decision rules that were 

considered for filtering the appropriate sales channels were presented to local experts and they were asked 

to either agree or disagree with them. Based on the experts’ responses, the decision rules were adjusted for 

the different BEACON regions. 

This filtering procedure was necessary to ensure that the sales channels represent feasible options. MCDA 

can only be performed for structured problems, meaning that there needs to be clarity about the decision 

(e.g., which options are feasible and which indicators are usable). After filtering the sales channels, the MCDA 

analysis is performed. The MCDA model results in a ranked list of the alternative sales channels. The results 

are then presented to the farmer in a written format, and graphics are presented to highlight the extent to 

which different sales channels meet the sustainability criteria.  

Chapter 2 of this report presents the data, while Chapter 3 describes the filtering process of unfeasible sales 

channels, Chapter 4 presents the MCDA and Chapter 5 shows examples of the results that are generated by 

the model. Chapter 6 explains the pre-testing of the model for four artificial Dutch farms. The code used to 

run the model is presented as a Jupyter Notebook in Appendix I.  
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2. Farm Data and Secondary Data used in the Analysis 

Three sources of data are used to set-up the sustainability assessment tool for farmers. First, data collected 

directly from the producer via the user-interface is used. Next, secondary data about the region where the 

farm is located is used, and lastly, secondary data on the sustainability of the sales channels is used. 

 

2.1 Data collected via the user-interface 

Farmers willing to use the tool are asked to provide information about their farms. Table 1 shows the data 

that is collected via the user-interface.  

The data collected can be divided into five categories: 

• Data about the location (country and NUTS3 region, driving durations to bigger and smaller 

cities); 

• Data about current sales channels ; 

• Data about the farmers’ preferences (whether the farmer is willing to interact with 

consumers and welcomes consumers onto the farm); 

• Data about the production structure (which fruit and/or vegetables are grown, which 

processed animal products are produced); 

• Data about the certification standard (e.g., food safety standards or organic production 

standards) and post-harvest handling. 
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Table 1 Example of the data collected over the user-interface  

Variable  Description  

Country Country in which the farm is located  

NUTS3 NUTS3 district in which the farm is located  

Distance_Drive_small, Distance_Drive_major Driving distances in minutes to larger or smaller cities 

Dummy_wholesale, 

Dummy_supermarket_regional, 

Dummy_supermarket_noregio, 

Dummy_farmer_market, Dummy_farmer_shop... 

Sales channels the farmer already interacts with, e.g., 

supermarkets 

Likert_consumer_con,  

Likert_welcome_farm 

Information about the farmer’s preferences, e.g., whether the 

farmer is willing to welcome consumers onto their farm, or 

whether the farmer is willing to engage closely with 

consumers 

Dummy_organic Information on whether the farm is organically or 

conventionally managed 

Hectare_veggies, Hectare_fruits, 

Dummy_Stonefruits, Dummy_Pomefruits, 

Dummy_Berries, Dummy_Citrus, 

Dummy_exotic_fruits, fruits_total, 

Dummy_lettuce, Dummy_fruit_vegetables, 

Dummy_pumpkin, Dummy_bulb, Dummy_Root, 

Dummy_Cabbage, vegetables_total 

Information on the production structure of the farm (fruit and 

vegetables produced)  

Dummy_Milk, Dummy_cheese_normal, 

Dummy_Dairy_Products, Dummy_Beef, 

Dummy_raw_milk_only   

Information on whether a livestock farmer is producing a 

saleable, processed product 

Delivery_month_total Information on the number of months a farmer can deliver 

products per year 

Cert_uncertified, Cert_Min, Cert_High   Information on the food safety certification level of the farm  

Harv_farmers_org, Harv_Clean_Sort_Ref Information about processing; whether the farmer is 

performing processing steps and post-harvest handling 

themself (e.g., washing, cleaning, refrigeration) or if they are 

performed by a producer organisation 
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Dummy_animal_welfare, Dummy_spec_hog, 

Dummy_cheese_reg_special, Dummy_Special 

Information on whether a farmer is producing a product that 

might be in high demand, e.g., meat with high animal welfare 

standard 

 

2.2 Secondary data about the region 

According to Le Roux (2014), and Rettner (2021) the location of the farm is a key factor when it comes to the 

selection of suitable business models and sales channels. The relative attractiveness of a region for sales 

might be determined by the population density, and by the average income and GDP of that region. 

The population densities and the income in the region are rated relative to the values for the whole country. 

This is calculated in an Excel spreadsheet. The regional values show how far above or below the national 

average a region lies. The average of a country takes the value 100. Based on the estimated values, the 

regions are separated into very attractive (high), averagely attractive (medium), and less attractive regions 

(low). Table 2 shows how GPD, income and population densities determine how regions are divided into 

these categories. As an unfavourable location (less attractive area) leads to the exclusion of sales channels, 

farmers only fall into this category if they are far below their country’s average. In countries  deemed densely 

populated via the expert survey, all regions are at least considered to be medium attractive for sales. This 

was indicated for Spain, Greece and the Netherlands.  

 

Table 2 Criteria applied to determine whether farmers are located in areas that are attractive or less attractive for 

sales over the SFSC 

Category  Criteria  

Highly attractive GDP or Income > 100, Population density > 100 

Medium attractive All farms not falling into the other two categories  

Less attractive  GDP & Income < 50, Population density < 50 

 

In addition, information on the usage of the internet to order food and other goods is used. The information 

indicates whether Online-Trade as a business model needs to be excluded, for instance, if the share of 

consumers ordering over the internet is very low. Data on internet usage was only available at NUTS2 levels.  

The data used is from Eurostat (2021a, 2021b, 2021c, 2021d) for NUTS2 or NUTS3 level. Since the income 

was only available at NUTS2 Level, data on the GDP is used in addition (provided at NUTS3 level). Data at 

NUTS3 level was available for GDP and population density. 
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2.3 Secondary data about the sustainability of the sales channels 

2.3.1 Sustainability indicators identified in Task 2.2 

Table 3 contains all the attributes and indicators identified by CREA in Task 2.2. The indicators that were 

feasible to use in the MCDA are indicated by yellow boxes in the table. Detailed indicator definitions are 

presented in appendix 2. The indicators were identified through a comprehensive review of articles and 

results from previous projects on this topic such as SMARTCHAIN and STRENGTH2FOOD (Bellassen et al. 

2019; Bellassen et al. 2016; Antonelli and Petruzzella, 2020).  

 

Table 3 Economic, environmental and social attributes and indicators as per task 2.2.  

 

Economic Environmental Social 

Price   Food Miles  Labour/Employment   

Price difference Farmgate  Carbon Footprint related to food 

miles  

Labour to production ratio  

Price Premium  
Reduced food miles (production and 

distribution)  
Presence of corporate welfare  

Value chain and local 

producers’ sustainability    
Use of Fuel  Higher resilience of employment  

Chain value added  
Energy consumption  Inclusion of disadvantaged people  

Reduced energy consumption  Human capital  

Production costs are lower  More energy efficiency measures   Generational change  

Supply costs are lower  
Type of 

process/Products/Packaging  
Educational attainment  

Equity in the value generated  % of BIO products  Gender equality  

Impact on Farm  % of local/traditional products  
No unequal treatment for same 

roles  

Turnover   
Access to agri-environmental 

schemes support  
Social capital  

Financial support  More eco-friendly packaging used  Influence by SFSC  

Production costs   Food loss and waste  New local networks  

Distribution costs   Reduced food loss & waste  
Customers & producers’ 

participation  
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Access to credit  More circular economy initiatives  Stakeholders' involvement   

Regional economic impact    Food and Nutrition  

Number of employees   Increased access to food via SFSC  

Number of producers involved   Standards for food safety   

Sells to local customers   Increased customers awareness  

Local supply   Governance  

Bargaining power     Coopetion index   

Relationship with customers   SFSC actors' proactive involvement   

Relationship with suppliers    

Bargaining power Self-Assessment    

 

The MCDA relies on secondary data holding information on the indicators and their expressions. Data on the 

sustainability indicators for different sales channels could not be collected from the producers through the 

user-interface, because the purpose of the tool is to provide advice to farmers interested in sales channels 

that they are not yet involved in. They are, therefore, not able to provide the necessary information to 

calculate the sustainability indicators for their situation as they do not yet have experience with the sales 

channel of interest. This holds even more for farmers that are completely inexperienced with SFSCs.  

 

The model therefore uses information that has been collected on farms where the business models (sales 

channels) have been implemented in reality. The most suitable source of information for the necessary data 

was provided by Malak-Rawlikowska et al. (2019). Their data holds information on various sales channels. 

Using data from the same source was considered necessary to ensure that the measurements were the same 

across all sales channels. Should more data become available in the future for the different BEACON regions 

or different farm types, then the model can be adjusted to incorporate this information at a later stage. 
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2.3.2 Secondary data about the sustainability of the sales channels included in the MCDA 

As mentioned, the indicators were intended to be chosen based on the extensive list of indicators developed 

by Cagliero et al. (2022). However, very few sources provide data on SFSCs and most sources include 

qualitative descriptions only. Since the MCDA can only function with sufficient data for each of the included 

sales channels and sustainability indicators, the indicators and sales channels considered were determined 

by data availability.  

The indicator expressions currently used are from Malak-Rawlikowska et al. (2019). They provide information 

about the following SFSC sales channels: 

• Pick-Your-Own (used for CSA ‘Trade of working hours for products’, as well) 

• On-farm sales to consumers  

• Sales to retail shops  

• Internet sales coupled with courier delivery (used for Online Trade – ‘Post-Delivery (Sales on 

Demand)’, as well) 

• Direct sales coupled with delivery to consumer (used as Online Trade – ‘Box scheme Subscription and 

Direct Delivery’ or CSA 'Annual subscription - Trade of money for products’) 

• Sales to farmers' markets  

CSA is not mentioned in the dataset provided by Malak-Rawlikowska et al. (2019). However, the two most 

common CSA models are ‘Trade of Working Hours for Products’ and ‘Annual subscription - Trade of money 

for products’. ‘Trade of Working Hours for Products’ is expected to have a similar impact on sustainability as 

‘Pick-Your-Own’, and 'Annual subscription - Trade of money for products' might have a comparable impact 

to ‘Direct sales that are coupled with direct delivery’. ‘Pick-Your-Own’ can have the same impact on the 

indicators as CSA does, this is because the channels are similar: Consumers come out to the farm and trade 

working hours for cheaper products. The same is assumed for ‘Online Trade – Box Scheme Subscription and 

Direct Delivery’ and ‘CSA, Annual subscription - Trade of money for products’, the latter is also assumed to 

include direct delivery. We decided, therefore, to call the sales channel CSA in case farms are organic to point 

out that using this claim might be beneficial, and to be able to include CSA as a business model. 

To determine the environmental, social and economic impact, the following indicators were considered. The 

indicators used to determine the economic impact were taken from Malak-Rawlikowska et al. (2019) and Le 

Roux (2014). All sales channels belonging to 'CSA', ‘Local Food Trade', 'Face-to-Face Trade' and 'Online-Trade' 

are considered 'low volume and high price' channels. In the literature, these channels are often called direct 

marketing channels. Farmers benefiting from 'Improved logistics' are assumed to sell via distributors, food 

hubs, producer organisations or other collective formats. By sharing the costs, e.g., for packaging and 

delivery, they can access channels typically served by larger farms and sell higher quantities, but they will 

also observe lower prices. These assumptions were considered in the indicator (Expected) Sales Volume, 

Price Premium and Chain Added Value.  
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The indicators used to measure the economic impact are: Sales Volume (sales volumes were rated on a 

scale, the rating is based on assumptions in Le Roux, 2019), Price Premium, Chain Added Value.  

Definition - Price Premium 

Calculated from the difference between the average farmgate price in the chain and the average farm gate 

price in the region. 

Price Premium = Price Difference at the farm gate (Euro per kg) / Average farmgate to retail price in the region 

Definition - Chain Added Value 

The chain value-added is the difference from the average farm gate price but takes distribution costs into 

account as well. 

Chain value added (Euro per kg) = Price Difference at Farm Gate - Distribution Costs 

The distribution costs include costs of transport, packaging, marketing fees, and payments to distributors. 

 

With respect to the environmental impact of SFSC, consumer transport is considered to be the most 

important aspect. Consumers buy in smaller quantities if they purchase over direct marketing channels. This 

is assumed because SFSCs or direct marketing channels offer a lower variety of products than supermarkets. 

This is especially problematic if consumers commute by car. Therefore, the environmental impact is assumed 

to be the lowest if the sales point is reachable on foot, by bike, or using public transport, e.g., if located in a 

city (Malak-Rawlikowska et al., 2019). All Face-to-Face business models including on-farm sales, therefore, 

show the highest greenhouse gas and CO2 emissions. Face-to-Face sales within cities perform better.  

Although seemingly counterintuitive, greenhouse gas and CO2 emissions for delivery by post are also 

regarded to be low because parcel services use software to plan efficient routes. Comparing all SFSC and 

comventional (long) food supply chains, long chains have lower GHG emissions, because of the described 

aspects (Malak-Rawlikowska et al., 2019). However, there is no general agreement on whether long chains 

perform better than SFSCs in other environmental aspects. In turn, there is also no evidence that SFSCs 

perform better than long chains in these other aspects (Stein & Santini, 2022).  

We therefore decided to include Carbon Footprint as an environmental indicator only.  

Indicators used to measure the environmental impact: Carbon Footprint (Food Miles were not included to 

avoid double counting, but carbon footprint is calculated based on this).  

Definition - Food Miles (not used) 

Reflect the distance in km traveled both by the products transported from the farm or the intermediaries and 

from the consumer after purchasing the goods. It is calculated per kg of product. 

Food Miles in Total= Food Miles Product (km / kg) + Food Miles Consumer (km/ kg) 
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Definition - Carbon Footprint 

Measures greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) from the process of transportation. The value is based on food 

miles. Retail channels that require cooling show an increase in fuel consumption to account for their higher 

environmental impact. 

Carbon Footprint = Fuel Consumption (l per kg)* Carbon Footprint Coefficient (CO2 per kg) 

 

The social impact is determined, among others, by the closeness of the contact between producer and 

consumer. 

• 'Face-to-Face' sales (e.g., on-farm shops, farmers’ markets, Pick-Your-Own , CSA - Trade of working 

hours for products) are assumed to lead to the closest contact. 

• Sales in proximity means that products are produced and sold close to where they are produced. 

These sales lead to medium contact. CSA 'Annual Subscription - Trade of Money for Products' could 

be considered as sales in proximity. 

• Spatial proximity means that information about the place of production and the farmers are 

transferred, but there is no direct interaction. This might lead to the lowest contact. An example of 

sales in spatial proximity is ‘Local Food Trade'. 

The improvements in consumer contact lead to an increase in consumer awareness. They are considered the 

most important benefits of SFSCs (Antonelli and Petruzzela, 2020, Malak-Rawlikowska et al., 2019).  

Other indicators measuring the social impact that are also provided by Malak-Rawlikowska et al. (2019) are 

the Labour to Produce Ratio, Gender Equality, Bargaining Power and the Chain Evaluation. Farmers' Chain 

Evaluation and Bargaining Power were evaluated by Malak-Rawlikowska et al. (2019) by asking farmers about 

their position in the chain, and their relations with consumers and other farmers. Since Bargaining Power and 

Chain Evaluation are based on farmers' perceptions and might be individual, these were not included.  

Indicators used to measure the social impact: Labour to Produce Ratio, Gender Equality, Consumer Contact 

(Consumer Contact is rated on a five point scale). 

Definition - Labour to Produce 

Reflects the number of working hours used in the respective chain for the distribution process (transport, 

loading, and sales by the farmer) 

Labour to produce ratio= ((working hours for preparing the sale per delivery + working hours for transport + 

working hours for selling) * Number of deliveries) / sales volume per channel (kg) 

Definition - Gender Equality 

Measures the share of working hours done by women in the distribution process.  

Gender Equality = hours worked by women in the distribution process / total labour input for distribution (h) 

*100 
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The values provided by Malak-Rawlikowska et al. (2019) are presented in Table 4, the values used for the 

analysed sales channels are presented in Table 5 and Table 6. 

 

Table 4 Indicator values provided by Malak-Rawlikowska et al. (2019) 

 Economic Environmental Social 

 Price 
Premium 

(%) 

Chain 
Added 
Value 

Food 
Miles 

(km/kg) 

Carbon 
Footprint 

(kg 
Co2/kg of 
product) 

Labour 
to 

produce 

Gender 
Equality 

Bargaining 
Power 

Chain 
Evaluation 

a. Pick-Your-
Own 

96.7 % 54.7 % 1.7 1.211 41.9 % 0.0 % 4.3 3.4 

b. On-farm 
sales 
consumers 

70.5 % 40.1 % 3.6 0.765 15.7 % 32.2 % 4.2 3.6 

c. Sales to retail 
shops 

61.9 % 23.2 % 0.2 0.113 1.6 % 25.4 % 3.9 3.6 

d. Internet 
sales 

70.4 % 35.8 % 0.1 0.057 24.7 % 25.1 % 3.7 3.4 

e. Delivery to 
consumers 

70.4 % 24.4 % 0.6 0.474 4.3 % 17.9 % 4.0 3.7 

f. Sales on 
farmers’ 
markets 

85.1 % 57.7 % 1.0 0.261 6.5 % 49.9 % 4.0 3.8 

g. Sales to 
intermediaries  

5.3 % -10.6 0.1 0.102 0.2 % 23.3 % 3.3 3.3 

h. Sales to 
wholesale 
markets 

23.5 %% 5.4 % 0.4 0.210 0.5 % 24.9 % 3.5 3.5 

i. Sales to retail 
chains 

20.6 % 10.3 % 0.3 0.151 0.2 % 26.7 % 3.8 3.9 

j. Sales for 
processing 

21.0 % 8.6 % 0.01 0.003 0.1 % 30.2 % 3.8 3.9 

Total sample 53.3 % 26.2 % 0.4 0.162 1.9 % 30.0 % 3.8 3.6 

Indicators according to Type of Chain 

Short Chains 72.2 % 38.7 % 908.9 0.266 5.7 % 30 % 4.0 3.6 

Long Chains 16.7 % 1.0 % 272.3 0.146 0.3 % 25 % 3.5 3.5 

Processing 21.0 % 8.6 % 9.7 0.003 0.1 % 30.2 % 3.8 3.6 
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Table 5 Data used for the analysis of the sales channels (before inversion and scaling), based on Malak-

Rawlikowska et al. (2019) and Le Roux (2014) 

 

 Volume Price 

Premium 

(%) 

Value Chain 

Added 

Carbon 

Footprint 

Labour to 

Produce Ratio 

Gender 

Equality 

Consumer 

Contact 

CSA - Trade of 

working hours 

1 96.7 54.7 1.211 41.9 0 5 

CSA – Annual 

Subscription - Trade 

of money 

3 70.4 24.4 0.474 4.3 17.9 3 

Farmers’ markets 1 85.1 57.7 0.261 6.5 49.9 5 

On-Farm Shop 

(intensively 

managed, staffed) 

2 70.5 40.1 0.765 15.7 32.2 5 

Pick-Your-Own 1 96.7 54.7 1.211 41.9 0 5 

Online Sales – Post -

Delivery 

1 70.4 35.8 0.057 24.7 25.1 1 

Online Sales – Box 

Scheme Subscription 

& Direct Delivery 

3 70.4 24.4 0.474 4.3 17.9 3 

Retail Store 2 61.9 23.2 0.113 1.6 25.4 2 

 

2.4 Additional steps to prepare the data for the estimation of the MCDA model 

The data provided in the literature needed to be adjusted to be suitable for analysis.  

1. Only values within the same range are usable, e.g., those on a scale ranging from 0 to 1. To scale 

alternatives, the alternative presenting the highest value of the indicator is assigned a 1 (100 %) and 

the other values are set relative to that. This approach follows Azzabi et al. (2020).  

2. Some MCDA models do not allow indicators that need minimisation and indicators that need 

maximisation in the same model. The values for Labour to Produce and Carbon Footprint were 

therefore inverted, using the command MinimizeToMaximize in the software programme (Horta, 

2021). 

3. Moreover, sales channels that are dominant alternatives need to be excluded. An alternative is 

dominant if it performs better in at least one indicator and equal in all of the others. Dominant 
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alternatives are without a doubt the best choice and a ranking is not required. Dominant alternatives 

were controlled for in the model.  

4. MCDA should only include feasible alternatives. The unfeasible alternatives are sorted out as 

explained in the following section. 

Each of the above points needs to be ensured before MCDA can be performed (Azzabi et al., 2021; Chacon-

Hurtado and Scholten, 2021). Details on the inversion and the check for dominant alternatives are included 

in Appendix I (Jupyter notebook). Table 6 shows the data after inversion and scaling. 

 

Table 6 Data used to run the MCDA (after inversion and scaling) 

 Volume Price 

Premium 

(%) 

Value Chain 

Added 

Carbon 

Footprint 

Labour to 

Produce Ratio 

Gender 

Equality 

Consumer 

Contact 

CSA - Trade of 

working hours 

0.2 1.00 0.95 0.05 0.01 0.00 1.00 

CSA – Annual 

Subscription – Trade 

of money 

0.6 0.73 0.42 0.12 0.12 0.36 0.6 

Farmers’ markets 0.2 0.88 1.00 0.22 0.22 1.00 1.00 

On-Farm Shop 

(intensively 

managed, staffed) 

0.4 0.73 0.69 0.07 0.07 0.65 1.00 

Pick-Your-Own 0.2 1.00 0.95 0.05 0.05 0.00 1.00 

Online Sales – Post -

Delivery 

0.2 0.73 0.62 1.00 1.00 0.50 0.2 

Online Sales – Box 

Scheme Subscription 

& Direct Delivery 

0.6 0.73 0.42 0.12 0.12 0.36 0.6 

Retail Stores 0.4 0.64 0.40 0.50 0.50 0.51 0.4 
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3. Sorting Approach 

Le Roux (2014) highlights that selling across SFSCs is labour-intensive. Regional characteristics must be 

considered to ensure that the proposed business models can be profitable, i.e., to ensure that the expected 

sales volumes and price increases are high enough to cover the increase in labour costs. This is a necessary 

precondition to ensure that the information on the sales volumes, price premiums, and chain added value 

are realistic at the location of the farm. Hence, the decision-making tool that is based on the MCDA should 

not advise a farmer located in a very unfavourable area to set up an intensively managed on-farm shop, 

because the required sales volumes and price increases (and hence profitability) are unlikely to be achieved.  

After setting up the data framework, some sales channels are filtered out based on regional characteristics 

(of the region where the producer is located), the variety of products offered by the producer, and other 

farm characteristics. In the end, only those alternative sales channels for which the farmer fulfils the 

requirements, and that are thus feasible solutions, are considered. The decision rules used to sort sales 

channels are briefly summed up below per sales channel and were validated by experts from the 

agroBRIDGES BEACON regions. 

The expert survey to validate the decision rules was conducted online from the end of March until April 2022. 

Experts were asked about the requirements determining whether a sales channel was suitable and/or 

feasible for farmers. The survey included, among others, questions about: 

• Maximum driving duration to farmers’ markets or from consumers to on-farm shops 

• Possible requirements for certification, for instance, whether organic farmers are more likely to offer 

CSA 

• The variety of products a farmer should offer in order to qualify for subscription & delivery (CSA 

‘Annual Subscription - Trade of Money for Products’) or CSA ‘Trade of working hours for products’. 

• In addition, participants could leave comments on what other conditions may need consideration in 

their BEACON region. 

In total, 23 experts filled in the survey. Most described themselves as experts in the field, four were farmers. 

Experts were located in Finland (9 participants), Greece (5 participants), Spain (4), Ireland (3), and Poland (2 

participants). 

 

3.1 Decision rules applied for Improved Logistics 

Improved Logistics is always presented as an option and therefore no requirements have to be fulfilled. 

 

3.2 Decision rules applied for Community Supported Agriculture (CSA): ‘Trade of 

working hours for products’ 

• Regional requirements: high - very high population density (population density above the 

national average), should be easy to reach for members (driving distance <41 minutes) 
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• Certification requirement1: usually organically managed, food safety requirements are low  

• Post-harvest handling requirement: none (seeding and harvesting is done by the community) 

• Product availability and delivery duration required: consumers expect the availability of various 

products (mostly vegetables) (>20 products) and a long harvesting period (>5 months) 

• Volume: sales volume is described to be low-medium.  

• Additional requirements: Farmer needs to be open to welcome consumers on the farm 

This business model is not offered in Finland (result of the expert survey).  

 

3.3 Decision rules for Community Supported Agriculture (CSA): ‘Annual 

Subscription & Direct Delivery - Trade of Money for Products’ 

• Regional requirements: high population density and income (region considered attractive for 

sales), experts indicated the driving duration to large cities should be maximum 90 minutes.  

• Certification requirement: mostly organically managed, food safety requirements are low 

• Post-harvest handling requirement: medium (washing, sorting, basic packing and other steps 

need to be done on farm) 

• Product availability and delivery duration required: large variety of products (>20 products), 

long delivery period (> 5 months), highly focused on vegetables (other products such as bread, 

cheese, or meat, can be offered as top-ups) 

 

3.4 Decision rules for Face-to-Face: ‘On-Farm Shops (intensively managed = 

staffed)’ 

• Regional requirements: high regional attractiveness for sales, driving duration to smaller cities 

should be less than 30 minutes, while that to larger cities should be less than an hour 

• Certification requirement: food safety requirements are low 

• Post-harvest handling requirement: medium (basic cleaning, sorting, and packing on farm) 

• Product availability and delivery duration required (southern Europe): should operate for > 5 

months and offer various products (>20 products), exceptions might occur for special products 

(e.g., asparagus, berries) 

• Product availability and delivery duration required (northern Europe): should operate for > 3 

months and offer various products (>10 products), exceptions might occur for special products 

(e.g., asparagus, berries) 

• Volume: low – medium (strongly depends on the location) 

 

1 Certification requirements refer to organic certification for CSA and to food safety. Lower levels of food safety ensure 

general hygiene. Medium levels are slightly above the requirements set by law (e.g., QS certification). Higher levels are 

those necessary, for example, to deliver to retail chains (e.g., IFS (International Featured Standard) certification). 
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• In addition, farmers should be willing to welcome consumers on farm. 

Experts from Finland indicated shorter minimum delivery periods are necessary for them because of 

shorter growing seasons and shorter opening periods of farmers’ markets. These adjustments were 

considered for all countries in the North (Denmark, Finland, Latvia, Lithuania).  

 

3.5 Decision rules for Face-to-Face: ‘Farmers' market’ 

• Regional requirements: medium - high attractiveness for sales, cities should be a maximum of 

two hours away according to expert opinions 

• Certification requirement: food safety requirements are low 

• Post-harvest handling requirement: low – medium (basic sorting and transport) 

• Product availability and delivery duration required (southern Europe): successful stands usually 

deliver to the market for at least 6 months and offer a broad range (> 20 products). Exceptions 

exist for special products (e.g., asparagus, berries).  

• Product availability and delivery duration required (northern Europe): Experts from Northern 

European Countries indicated that shorter minimum delivery periods would be more suitable for 

them (>3 months, min. 10 products offered) 

• In addition, the farmer needs to indicate that he is willing to interact with consumers.  

 

3.6 Decision rules for Face-to-Face: ‘Pick-Your-Own’ 

This sales channel is only considered if ‘CSA Trade of working hours’ is not feasible, and therefore is the 

option for conventional farmers to offer consumers cheaper products in exchange for working hours. In 

addition, ‘Pick-Your-Own’ does not require a large variety of products or long delivery periods.  

• Regional requirements: high - very high population density (population density above the 

national average), income is of lower importance, smaller or larger cities should be a maximum 

of one hour away 

• Certification requirement: food safety requirements are low 

• Post-harvest handling requirement: low  

• Product availability and delivery duration required: constant availability during the season (no 

minimum requirement in number of months), only an option for some products (e.g., pumpkins, 

apples, pears, citrus, melons and berries) 

• Volume: low - medium (highly weather-dependent) 

• In addition, the farmer needs to indicate that he or she is willing to engage directly with 

consumers. 
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3.7 Decision Rules for Local Food Trade: ‘Retail Stores (e.g. sales to supermarkets 

that highlight origin)’  

• Regional requirements: at least medium (based on population density and income) 

• Certification requirement: depends on the supermarket (medium – high food safety 

requirements) 

• Post-harvest handling requirement: medium (wash, sort, and basic packaging on farm) 

• Product availability and delivery duration required: constant delivery advised for >3 months 

(often suitable for simple products delivered over longer periods e.g., apples, potatoes, eggs), 

might also be suitable for trending or special products. 

• Volume: low – medium 

3.8 Decision rules for Online Trade: ‘Box Scheme Subscription & Direct Delivery’ 

This sales channel is only considered if ‘CSA - Annual Subscription - Trade of money for products’ is not 

feasible.  

• Regional requirements: high - very high regional attractiveness (high transportation costs, 

farmers need to serve a large enough number of consumers), maximum driving duration to 

larger cities should be 120 minutes, share of consumers ordering over the internet should be 

sufficient (minimum 60 %) 

• Certification requirement: none (farmers do not need to be certified as organic and might not 

need certification ensuring food safety) 

• Post-harvest handling requirement: medium - high (cleaning, washing, sorting, and packing on 

farm) 

• Product availability and delivery duration required: usually based on subscriptions, therefore 

long delivery duration (at least 6 months) and a variety of products must be offered (>20).  

• Volume: medium - high 

The requirements for Online Sales (Box scheme subscription and direct delivery) and ‘CSA Annual 

subscription: Trade of money for products' are essentially the same. CSA could be considered a good 

opportunity to advertise the box scheme if the farm is organically managed. 

  

3.9 Decision rules for Online Trade: ‘Post-Delivery’ (Sales on Demand) 

• Regional requirements: low, but the internet usage within the region should be sufficiently high 

(>60 % of the population ordering over the internet). 

• Certification requirement: food safety requirements are low (farmers do not need to be certified 

as organic and might not need certification ensuring food safety) 

• Post-harvest handling requirement: medium-high (basic sorting and packing on farm, delivery 

to post offices) 
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• Product availability and delivery duration required: low (sales on demand), refrigerated 

products (meat, fish and cheese) might not be transportable by post (should be in transit for max 

36h) 

• Volume: low 

Experts indicated that delivering refrigerated products within 48h is possible in all BEACON regions using 

specialist postage services. Therefore, refrigerated products such as meat and milk need not be excluded.  

 

3.10 Decision rules of extensive Face-to-Face sales channels: ‘Extensive On-Farm 

Shop’ 

Extensive on-farm shops, e.g., vending machines or street stands, are also presented to farmers with limited 

options (e.g., livestock farmers without fruits, those with simple products and short delivery periods). Hence, 

those farmers that do not fulfil the requirements for intensive on-farm shops will be presented with extensive 

farm shops as part of their ranked sales channels.  

Extensive farm shops (such as vending machines) are also the only option for farmers with raw, unpasteurized 

milk. Furthermore, it is ensured that this is only advised to farmers from countries where raw milk sales are 

allowed. Farm sales of raw milk are allowed in the Netherlands, Ireland, Finland, Italy and Denmark. 

When it comes to less intensive on-farm shops, the values of the indicators for expected sales volumes, 

consumer contact and the labour to produce ratio were adjusted. These farm shops are assumed to sell less, 

offer lower consumer contact and involve fewer working hours (expressed by the labour to produce ratio). 

The labour to produce ratio is expected to be equal to that of deliveries to retail since farmers are not 

involved in the sales process, the consumer contact is medium (‘sale in proximity’) and the sales volume is 

assumed to be half as much as in intensive shops. 
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4. Multi-Criteria-Decision Analysis (MCDA) 

For estimation, the package ‘scikit-mcda’ was chosen. It presents a simple way of including numerous well-

known MCDA models and is integrative in Jupyter notebooks (see Appendix I for a full description of the 

model). To fit the model, the package and description provided by Horta (2021) were used. 

A weighted sum model (also called additive weighting model or linear model) was applied for the analysis. It 

is the simplest MCDA model and is used in the majority of studies (Belton and Stewart, 2001). It ranks the 

alternatives (sales channels) based on best performance. The performance of the i alternatives or sales 

channels (SC) depends on the values of the j indicators (a) and the weights of these indicators (w). Weights 

can be elicited using the literature or through discrete choice experiments (Azzabi et al., 2020). 

The weights are intended to indicate whether certain indicators, for instance, the environmental impact, 

should be of relatively higher importance than others. In our sustainability assessment model for farmers, 

equal weights are used, meaning all indicators are assumed to be of equal importance.  

To generate the results, the model calculates the overall performance of the alternative when considering 

the sustainability indicators. Therefore, the alternative’s relative score for each indicator is multiplied by the 

indicator’s weight. These weighted scores are then summed to get the overall performance of the alternative 

(Equation 1). The alternative with the highest score is ranked first, followed by the alternative with the second 

highest score, and so on (Hansen and Devlin, 2019).  

𝑉(𝑆𝐶𝑖) = ∑ 𝑤𝑗𝑎𝑖𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1                                                                                                                                                       (1) 

The approach was chosen as it allows for the set-up of a model that is easy to use for farmers. Therefore, the 

approach was preferred over other MCDA models such as outranking (PROMETHEE). 
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5. Results provided by the model  

Running the MCDA model results in a ranking of the included sales channels. The farmer is provided 

with the following information in addition to the ranking: 

I. Definitions of the business models and information on the sales channels considered 

II. Information on which of the sales channels were included 

III. The ranking of sales channels  

IV. Information on the sustainability performance of the sales channels 

V. Information on how their farm characteristics affected which channels were included  

VI. A disclaimer 

 

5.1 Definitions of the business models and information on the sales channels 

considered 

Five business models can be differentiated for Short Food Supply Chains. These are Community Supported 

Agriculture (CSA), Face-to-Face Sales, Local Food Trade, Online Trade, and Improved Logistics. They can be 

defined as follows: 

Definition CSA: Producers and consumers have a pre-existing agreement were consumers pay an agreed 

membership fee or offer labour services (or both), in exchange for produce. Two sales channels of the 

business model are considered in the analysis: A) CSA - 'Trading working hours for a share of the harvest', B) 

CSA - 'Annual Subscription & Direct Delivery - payment of an annual fee for a share of the harvest’ 

Definition Face-to-Face Trade: Consumer purchases a product directly from the producer/processor on a 

face-to-face basis. Three sales channels of the business model are considered in the analysis: A) On-Farm 

shops, B) Farmers’ markets, C) Pick-Your-Own 

Definition Online Trade: Products are traded online using the farmer’s websites or shared marketing 

websites. Two different sales channels are considered: A) Online Food Trade – Sales on Demand 'Post-

Delivery', B) Online Food Trade - 'Box scheme subscription & Direct Delivery by the Farmer’ 

Definition Local Food Trade: Products are produced and sold in the specific region of production, and 

consumers are made aware of the ‘local’ nature of the product at the point of sale. The sales channel 

considered in the analysis is: Retail Store - ‘The origin of the product is highlighted’ 

Definition Improved Logistics: Selling products to producer organisations, food hubs or other distributors 

enables farmers to benefit from improved logistics by sharing costs and pooling resources for distribution. In 

this way, larger quantities can be sold to channels such as supermarket chains. This business model is always 

considered to be an option and not part of the ranking procedure. 

More information on the five business models can be found here: Link (to the business model canvas)) 
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5.2 Information which of the sales channels were included 

The following business models and sales channels were considered in your analysis: 

 

Table 7 Example of the results provided to farmers – Information which sales channels were included 

Business Model  Sales Channels 

Face-to-Face Farmers’ Market 

Face-to-Face On-Farm Shop (intensive) 

Online Trade Online Sales (Post-Delivery) 

Face-to-Face Pick-Your-Own 

Local Food Trade Retail Store 

 

5.3 The ranking of sales channels  

Our analysis shows that the sales channels can be ranked as follows. The most suitable channel is 

ranked first: 

Table 8 Example of the results provided to farmers – Ranking of the sales channels 

Business Model Sales Channels Ranking 

Face-to-Face  Farmers’ Market 1 

Face-to-Face On-Farm Shop (intensive) 2 

Online Trade  Online Sales (Post-Delivery) 3 

Face-to-Face Pick-Your-Own 4 

Local Food Trade Retail Store 5 

Online Trade  Online Sales (Subscription & Direct 

Delivery) 

6 

'Improved logistics' is also an option for you. It is assumed to be suitable for all farmers and was not included 

in your ranking. It is a business model strongly based on cooperation e.g. the sharing of costs for packaging 
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and transport. This allows smaller farms to deliver to sales channels that are usually served by very large 

farms. 

 

5.4 Information on the sustainability performance of the sales channels 

'How were the results calculated?' The ranking is based on a set of sustainability criteria. The sales channel 

that reaches the economic, environmental and social criteria best is considered to be the most suitable option 

and ranked first. The graphics show to what extent the SFSC sales channels meet the different criteria. 

 

Figure 2 Examples of the graphics provided to the farmers (CSA Annual Subscription) 
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Figure 3 Examples of the graphics provided to the farmers (CSA Working Hours) 

 

 

 

Figure 4 Examples of the graphics provided to the farmers (Farmers’ markets) 
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Figure 5 Examples of the graphics provided to the farmers (On-Farm Shop (staffed)) 

 

 

Figure 6 Examples of the graphics provided to the farmers (Extensive On-Farm Shop) 
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Figure 7 Examples of the graphics provided to the farmers (Pick-Your-Own) 

 

 

Figure 8 Examples of the graphics provided to the farmers (Sales Through Retail Stores) 
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Figure 9 Examples of the graphics provided to the farmers (Online – Delivery by Post) 

 

 

 

Figure 10 Examples of the graphics provided to the farmers (Online – Subscription & Direct Delivery) 
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Figure 11 Examples of the graphics provided to the farmers (Wholesale) 

 

'As you can see, SFSCs enable higher prices (price premium), but they are labour-intensive (labour to 

produce ratio), which reduces profit. SFSC channels only enable you to sell small quantities (volume) in 

comparison to wholesale.' 

Would you like to know how the criteria are defined? Please follow this Link.  

 

5.5 Information on how the farm characteristics affected which channels were 

included  

Not all sales channels were considered. Why? Some business models were excluded, because they were 

considered to be less suitable for your farm or region because of certain farm or regional characteristics 

(e.g., how attractive your region is for sales). 

Your farm’s region was determined to be of: 

medium attractiveness for sales 

This relative attractiveness depends on the population density and the average income of the inhabitants 

in your region. If you would like to learn more about farm or regional characteristics, and how these affect 

the suitability of the business models, please follow this Link (Link to this deliverable or to table 9 that 

shows how regional and farm characteristics influenced which sales channels were included). 

Farmers are in addition provided with a Link to additional sources of information in English: 

More Information on choosing a direct marketing channel can be found in the English guidelines below: 
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Bruch, M. L.; Ernst, M. D. (2010):  

Choosing Direct Marketing Channels for Agricultural products. 

https://extension.tennessee.edu/publications/Documents/PB1796.pdf (Accessed: 15.03.2022) 

 

Le Roux, M. (2014):  

Guide to Marketing Channel Selection: How to sell through wholesale and direct marketing channels. 

Cornell Cooperative  

Extension of Tompkins County. https://novascotia.ca/thinkfarm/documents/guide-to-marketing-

channel.pdf (Accessed: 22.03.2022) 

 

MSU (Michigan State University) (2017):  

MARKET CHANNEL SELECTION TOOL. BEGINNING FARMER AND RANCHER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

GUIDE 

SERIES.https://www.canr.msu.edu/foodsystems/uploads/resources/crfs_bfrdp_marketchannelselectiont

ool-pp_interactive.pdf  (Accessed: 15.03.2022) 

 

5.6 Disclaimer  

The success of the different business models and their associated sales channels depends on multiple factors 

and some of them are not considered in the model, e.g., the effect of marketing or negotiation skills. 

Additionally, the expected sales volumes and profits are based on average values. These might vary across 

regions and for different products. You are, therefore, advised to make careful investment calculations, 

before engaging in any of the business models. The responsibility for the decision and its consequences 

remains with you. 
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Table 9 Information provided to the farmers on how farm and regional characteristics affected the choice of feasible sales channels. 

 
Business model Sales Channel Delivery duration required 

 

Product diversity 
required 

 

Regional 
requirements 

(access to a large 
city) 

Certification requirement 

(food safety : low - general 
hygiene, higher levels= 

necessary for retail e.g. incl. 
hazard analysis) 

Post-harvest handling 

 

Community 
Supported Agriculture 

CSA Trade of Working Hours Long 
(whole harvest period) 

High Very important Low (food safety),  
mostly certified as organic 

Low 

Community 
Supported Agriculture 

CSA Trade of money -Annual 
Subscription & Direct 
Delivery  

Long 
(whole harvest period) 

High Important Low (food safety),  

mostly certified as organic 

High 

(washing, sorting, packing) 

Face-to-Face Farmers’ market Medium 
(exceptions: highly demanded products) 

Medium-High Important Low 
(food safety) 

Medium 
(washing and sorting) 

Face-to-Face On-Farm Shop (staffed) Medium Medium-High Important Low 
(food safety) 

Medium 

Face-to-Face On-Farm Shop (extensively 
managed) 

Short 
(based on availability) 

Low Unimportant Low (food safety) Low 

Face-to-Face Pick-Your-Own Medium - Only over the season 
(not applicable for all products) 

Low Important 
(at least busy road) 

Low (food safety) Low 

Online Trade Online Sales – Box scheme 
Subscription & Direct 
Delivery 

Long 
(whole harvest period) 

High Important Low (food safety) High 

Online Trade Post-Delivery (Sales on 
Demand) 

Short 
(Sales on Demand) 

Low Unimportant Low (food safety) High 

Local Food Trade Retail Stores -origin of the 
product is highlighted 

Depends 
(products of daily usage (long) or highly 

demanded products (short)) 

Low Less important Medium- High, food 
safety req. depends on 

the supermarket 

High 

Improved Logistics e.g. Distributors, Food Hubs Short Low Unimportant Low (food safety) Low 
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6. Pre-Testing the Model – Results generated for the Netherlands 

The MCDA, and the dashboard presenting the results of the model, were tested with data for four typical 

farms In the Netherlands. Information on the farms’ average production structure and location, such as on 

typically grown crops, farm sizes and location, came from the website (Agrimatie.nl). Agrimatie provides 

information on the structure of Dutch agri- and horticulture. The four test farms are hypothetical farms that 

represent common farm types in the Netherlands. 

 

Farm 1: Dairy Farm produces raw milk only 

Number of farms in NDL: 15,731 enterprises 

Average size (dairy cows): 101 milking cows 

Location within NDL: Utrecht, North Holland, South Holland and Friesland 

Average hectares farm size: 47.6 hectares 

The analysed farm is located in Zeeland. The relative attractiveness of the region for sales is low. 

Result (short form): 

Based on the characteristics of your farm only one of the sales channels is considered to be an option for you 

and no ranking is possible.  

Table 10 Pre-Test results Dutch Dairy Farm. 

Business model Sales channel 

Face-to-Face Extensive on-farm shop 

 

 

Farm 2: Horticultural farm – produces several different fruits (apples, pears, strawberries) 

 

Number of farms in NDL: 2,676 farms, 19,926 ha 

Production in NDL: Apple (956 farms, 6,154 ha), Pears (1,208 farmers, 10,068 ha), smaller number is engaged 

in strawberry production 

Location within NDL: Betuwe, Zeeland and Northern Limburg  

The analysed farm is located in Betuwe (attractive for sales), it produces pome fruits and berries. Currently 

the farmer is not involved in SFSCs. 
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Table 11 Pre-Test results diverse Dutch Fruit Producer 

Business Model  Sales Channels Ranking 

Face-to-Face   Farmers’ Market 1 

Face-to-Face On Farm Shop intensive 2 

Online Trade  Online Sales (Post-Delivery) 3 

Face-to-Face Pick-Your-Own 4 

Local Food Trade Retail Store 5 

Online Trade  Online Sales (Subscription & Direct Delivery) 6 

 

 

Farm 3: Conventional horticultural farms – vegetables  

Number of farms (outdoor): 2,967 farms, 25,960 hectares 

Number of farms (greenhouse): 1,251 farms, 5,584 hectares 

Location within NDL: North Holland and southern sandy regions (Flevoland), horticulture is often an 

important secondary activity on agricultural farms  

Productions in the NDL: Onions, Tomatoes, Carrots, Cucumbers, Peppers, Mushroom, etc. 

This example farm is in Flevoland. The farmer grows root vegetables and pumpkins (just four varieties of 

vegetables), also has arable land and layer hens. 

The location is not very attractive, and the farmer does not like close consumer contact. 

 

Table 12 Pre-Test results Dutch conventional vegetable farm. 

Business Model  Sales Channel Ranking 

Online Trade Online Sales (Post-Delivery) 1 

Face-to-Face Extensive On-Farm Shop 2 
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Farm 4: Diverse organic farms (vegetable & fruit) – mix of the above-mentioned farms 

 

Vegetable Productions in NDL: Onions, Tomatoes, Carrots, Cucumbers, Peppers, Mushroom 

Fruit Production in NDL: Apple, Peers, smaller amount is engaged in strawberry production 

This example farm has some fruit production (apples and strawberries) and offers a diverse set of the above-

described vegetables and fruits. Therefore, the farmer can deliver over a long period. 

The farm is in North Holland (Haarlem), which is highly attractive. 

The hypothetical farmer is currently operating an on-farm shop and selling at a farmers’ market. The potential 

for additional SFSC sales channels is presented in Table 13. 

 

 Table 13 Pre-Test results divers, organic  farm. 

Business Model  Sales Channels Ranking 

Online Trade Online Sales (Post-Delivery) 1 

Community supported agriculture CSA - Trade of working hours for 

products 

2 

Local Food Trade Retail Store 3 

Community supported agriculture CSA - Trade of money for products 

(Annual Subscription & Delivery) 

4 
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7. Conclusions 

The MCDA model and dashboard that were developed are a starting point for producers who are not yet 

active in SFSCs. The results of the model give them guidance for which sales channels could be interesting for 

them to explore further and start with investment calculations.  

However, the informational content might be limited for farmers who are already deeply involved in the 

short food supply chain. This is because the model only includes data for sales channels that are already well 

known and whose requirements farmers might be aware of. In the future, the model could be further 

improved, for instance, if information on the social, environmental and economic impacts of novel business 

models becomes available. CREA provided a detailed overview of possible indicators, but the necessary data 

to include these indicators into the MCDA was only available for a few of them.  
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Appendix I: Jupyter Notebook Code 

import pandas as pd 

# Import of the data coming from the user-interface 

df=pd.read_csv (r'C:\Users\thier005\Desktop\Import_sheet.csv') 

 

##products suitable for pick your own (e.g. Apples, Pears, Beeries and comparable products) are generated 

df['pick_u_fruits']=0 

df.loc[((df['Dummy_Pomefruits']==1) |(df['Dummy_Berries']==1) | (df['Dummy_pumpkin']==1)| 

(df['Dummy_Stonefruits']==1)| (df['Dummy_Citrus']==1)),'pick_u_fruits']=1 

 

# Dummy indicating a saleable livestock product exists 

df['processed_animal_product']=0 

df.loc[((df['Dummy_cheese_normal']==1) | (df['Dummy_cheese_reg_special']==1)| 

(df['Dummy_Dairy_Products']==1) | (df['Dummy_Beef']==1)|(df['Dummy_special_Beef']==1)), 

'processed_animal_product']=1 

 

Data preparation 

## Dummy indicating a saleable animal product of higher quality is produced.  

df['special_product']=0 

df.loc[((df['Dummy_spec_hog']==1) | (df['Dummy_animal_welfare']==1)| 

(df['Dummy_cheese_reg_special']==1) | (df['processed_animal_product']==1)), 'special_product']=1 

 

### also takes a one if a vegetable or a fruit of higher quality is produced 

df.loc[((df['Dummy_Special']==1)), 'special_product']=1 

 

#### Farmers produce a simple product (used on a daily basis) that is deliverable over a longer period (this 

is important for Food Service) 

f['large_scale_simple']=0 

df.loc[(((df['Dummy_Pomefruits']>1) | (df['Dummy_Root']>1) | (df['Number_layer_Hens']>1)) & 

(df['Delivery_month_total']>3)), 'large_scale_simple']=1 
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### Dummy holding the information that easily perishable products are produced only, dummy holding the 

information that easily persihable products are produced in general 

df['sensitive_products_only']=0 

df.loc[(((df['Dummy_raw_milk_only']==1)|(df['Dummy_Dairy_Products']==1)|(df['Dummy_Milk']==1)|(df['

Dummy_cheese_normal']==1) | (df['Dummy_Berries']==1) | (df['Dummy_cheese_reg_special']==1) | 

(df['processed_animal_product']==1) | (df['Number_layer_Hens']==1) |(df['Dummy_Stonefruits']==1)  

| (df['Dummy_lettuce']==1) | (df['Dummy_Special']==1)) & (df['Dummy_Pomefruits']==0)  & 

(df['Dummy_Citrus']==0)  & (df['Dummy_exotic_fruits']==0) & (df['Dummy_fruit_vegetables']==0) & 

(df['Dummy_pumpkin']==0) & (df['Dummy_bulb']==0)& (df['Dummy_Root']==0) & 

(df['Dummy_Cabbage']==0)), 'sensitive_products_only']=1 

 

### Countries that indicated in the expert survey that easily perishable products should not be send in their 

countries this dummy takes a 1 

df['not_sendable']=0 

## Still says Example because none of the countries that participated in the survey said sending the products 

would be problematic 

df.loc[((df['sensitive_products_only']==1) & ((df['Country']=='Example1')| (df['Country']=='Example2'))), 

'not_sendable']=1 

 

Merging data on the region 

df_NUTS2_NUTS3_regions = pd.read_excel('Data_Regions_all_Beacons_0804.xlsx', sheet_name='Sheet1') 

 

df = pd.merge(df, df_NUTS2_NUTS3_regions, how="left", on=["NUTS3"]) 

 

df['attractive_region']='medium' 

df.loc[(((df['GDP_rel']>100) | (df['Income_rel']>100)) & (df['Population_rel']>100)), 

'attractive_region']='high' 

df.loc[(((df['GDP_rel']<50) & (df['Income_rel']<50)) & (df['Population_rel']<50)), 'attractive_region']='low'  

df['merge']='merge' 

 

### Greece, Spain and the Netherlands indicate in the expert survey, that all regions in their countries should 

at least be considered to be medium attractive 
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df.loc[(((df['GDP_rel']<50) & (df['Income_rel']<50)) & (df['Population_rel']<50)& (df['Country_x']=='Ελλάδα 

')), 'attractive_region']='medium'  

df.loc[(((df['GDP_rel']<50) & (df['Income_rel']<50)) & (df['Population_rel']<50)& 

(df['Country_x']=='España')), 'attractive_region']='medium'  

df.loc[(((df['GDP_rel']<50) & (df['Income_rel']<50)) & (df['Population_rel']<50)& 

(df['Country_x']=='Nederland')), 'attractive_region']='medium' 

 

## We replaced 2020 with data from 2019, because 2020 values could not be found for all BEACONS 

## But the code that was written initially refers to the Usage of 2020 

df['Internet_Usage_2020']=df['Internet_2019'] 

 

## MCDA set-up 

### values in the [] hold the expression of the indicators per business model  

 

### Generates a data frame holding the original data  

MCDA_direct_marketing_org=pd.DataFrame([['CSA_working_hours', 

1,96.7,54.7,1.211,41.9,0,5],['CSA_annual_subscription',3,70.4,24.4,0.474,4.3,17.9,3],['Farmers_Market',1,8

5.1,57.7,0.261,6.5,49.9,5],['On_Farm_Shop_intensive',2,70.5,40.1,0.765,15.7,32.2,5],['Pick_Your_Own',1,96

.7,54.7,1.211,41.9,0,5],['Online_Sales_Post',1,70.4,35.8,0.057,24.7,25.1,1],['Online_Sale_Subscription_Deliv

ery',3,70.4,24.4,0.474,4.3,17.9,3],['Retail_Store',2,61.9,23.2,0.113,1.6,25.4,2],['Wholesale 

Market',5,23.5,5.4,0.210,0.5,24.9,1]], 

                         index=[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9], 

                         

columns=['Alternative','Volume','Price_Premium','Chain_Added_Value','Carbon_Footprint','Labor_Produce'

,'Gender_Equality','Consumer_Contact']) 

MCDA_direct_marketing_org['merge']='merge' 

MCDA_direct_marketing_org = pd.merge(MCDA_direct_marketing_org, df, how="right", on=["merge"]) 

MCDA_direct_marketing_org.set_axis([1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9], axis=0) 

 

### Data used (original data after inversion (maxmin), scaling 

MCDA_direct_marketing=pd.DataFrame([['CSA','CSA_working_hours',0.20,1,0.95,0.05,0.01,0,1],['CSA','CSA

_annual_subscription',0.60,0.73,0.42,0.12,0.12,0.36,0.6],['Face-to-

Face','Farmers_Market',0.20,0.88,1,0.22,0.08,1,1],['Face-to-

Face','On_Farm_Shop_intensive',0.40,0.73,0.69,0.07,0.03,0.65,1],['Face-to-
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Face','Pick_Your_Own',0.20,1,0.95,0.05,0.01,0,1],['Online 

Trade','Online_Sales_Post',0.20,0.73,0.62,1,0.02,0.50,0.2],['Online 

Trade','Online_Sale_Subscription_Delivery',0.60,0.73,0.42,0.12,0.12,0.36,0.6],['Retail 

Trade','Retail_Store',0.40,0.64,0.40,0.50,0.31,0.51,0.4]], 

                         index=[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8], 

columns=['Business_Model','Alternative','Volume','Price_Premium','Chain_Added_Value','Carbon_Footprin

t','Labor_Produce','Gender_Equality','Consumer_Contact']) 

MCDA_direct_marketing['merge']='merge' 

MCDA_direct_marketing = pd.merge(MCDA_direct_marketing, df, how="right", on=["merge"]) 

MCDA_direct_marketing.set_axis([1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8], axis=0) 

 

### Sorting Out Approach 

### Decision rules applied for Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) "Trade of working hours for products" 

 

## At first all business models are dropped from the analysis (drop = Yes) 

## For those fullfilling the requirements the dummy for a drop takes "No" 

MCDA_direct_marketing['drop']='Yes' 

 

### Decision rules applied: population density needs to indicate that the area is highly attractive, the farm 

needs to have a strong focus on vegetables, needs to be organically managed, should be able to deliver for 

half a year and should not already offer the business model, post-harvest handling is done by the members 

and unimportant, needs to be willing to welcome consumers at farm 

 

### Finland indicated in the expert survey that CSA “Exchange of working hours” should not be offered in 

their country 

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='CSA_working_hours') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Population_rel']>120) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['Distance_Drive_major']<41) 

& (MCDA_direct_marketing['vegetables_total']>20) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['Delivery_month_total']>5) 

& (MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_organic ']==1) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_commu_supp_agri']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Likert_welcome_farm']<3) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Country_x']!='Suomi/Finland')), 'drop']='No' 

 

## Decision rules applied: population density & income need to indicate that the area is highly attractive, the 

farm needs to have a strong focus on vegetables, needs to be organically managed, should be able to deliver 
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for half a year and should not already offer the business model (CSA or box delivery), needs to do the post-

harvest handling at farm (capacity for cooling and sorting...) 

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='CSA_annual_subscription') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['attractive_region']=='high') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Distance_Drive_major']<91) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['vegetables_total']>20) 

& (MCDA_direct_marketing['Delivery_month_total']>5) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_organic ']==1)  

& (MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_commu_supp_agri']==0)& 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_food_box_delivery']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Harv_Clean_Sort_Ref']==1)), 'drop']='No' 

 

## CSA – Annual Subscribtion & Direct delivery 

## Decision rules applied: population density & income need to indicate that the area is highly attractive, the 

farm needs to have a strong focus on vegetables, needs to be organically managed, should be able to deliver 

for half a year and should not already offer the business model (CSA or box delivery), needs to do the post-

harvest handling at farm (capacity for cooling and sorting...) 

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='CSA_annual_subscription') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['attractive_region']=='high') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Distance_Drive_major']<91) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['vegetables_total']>20) 

& (MCDA_direct_marketing['Delivery_month_total']>5) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_organic ']==1)  

& (MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_commu_supp_agri']==0)& 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_food_box_delivery']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Harv_Clean_Sort_Ref']==1)), 'drop']='No' 

 

### Decision rules for Face-to-Face: On-Farm Shops (intensively managed = staffed) 

#Expert from Northern Countries indicated shorter minimum delivery periods are necessary for them (e.g. 

because of shorter vegetation periods and shorter opening periods of farmers’ markets) 

 

## Dummy for the northern states is necessary 

MCDA_direct_marketing['Northern_Country']=0 

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Country_x']=='Danmark') | 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Country_x']=='Latvija') | (MCDA_direct_marketing['Country_x']=='Lietuva') | 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Country_x']=='Suomi/Finland')), 'Northern_Country']=1 

 

## Amount of fruits and vegetables produced together necessary 

MCDA_direct_marketing['products_grown_total']=MCDA_direct_marketing['vegetables_total']+MCDA_dire

ct_marketing['fruits_total'] 
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### Decision rules applied: sales channel can be served if the attractiveness of the region is high, the driving 

distance is not too long, the farmer does basic cleaning, sorting and storage himself, is able to open for a 

longer period (exceptions occur if the product is special) and is willing to welcome consumers 

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='On_Farm_Shop_intensive') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['attractive_region']=='high') & 

(((MCDA_direct_marketing['Delivery_month_total']>6) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['products_grown_total']>20))| (MCDA_direct_marketing['special_product']==1))  

& (MCDA_direct_marketing['Harv_Clean_Sort_Ref']==1)& 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_farmer_shop']==0)& 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Likert_welcome_farm']<3) & 

((MCDA_direct_marketing['Distance_Drive_small']<31) 

|(MCDA_direct_marketing['Distance_Drive_major']<61))), 'drop']='No' 

 

## Shorter Period and less products for the northern countries 

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='On_Farm_Shop_intensive') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['attractive_region']=='high') & 

(((MCDA_direct_marketing['Delivery_month_total']>3) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['products_grown_total']>10))| (MCDA_direct_marketing['special_product']==1))  

& (MCDA_direct_marketing['Harv_Clean_Sort_Ref']==1)& 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_farmer_shop']==0)& 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Likert_welcome_farm']<3) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['Northern_Country']==1) 

& ((MCDA_direct_marketing['Distance_Drive_small']<31) 

|(MCDA_direct_marketing['Distance_Drive_major']<61))), 'drop']='No' 

 

### Decision rules for Face-to-Face: Farmers' market 

 

### Decision rules applied: sales channel can be served if the attractiveness of the region is medium, the 

driving distance to minor or major cities is not too long, the farmer does basic cleaning, sorting and storage 

himself, is able to open for a longer period (exceptions occur if the product is special) and if he or she is willing 

to have close contact to consumers 

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='Farmers_Market') & 

((MCDA_direct_marketing['attractive_region']=='medium')| 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['attractive_region']=='high')) & 

(((MCDA_direct_marketing['Delivery_month_total']>6)& 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['products_grown_total']>20))| (MCDA_direct_marketing['special_product']==1)) 

& (MCDA_direct_marketing['Harv_Clean_Sort_Ref']==1) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_farmer_market ']==0)& 
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(MCDA_direct_marketing['Likert_consumer_con']<3) & 

((MCDA_direct_marketing['Distance_Drive_small']<121)| 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Distance_Drive_major']<121))), 'drop']='No' 

 

## For Northern Countries fewer products and shorter periods are okay for Face to Face  

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='Farmers_Market') & 

((MCDA_direct_marketing['attractive_region']=='medium')| 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['attractive_region']=='high')) & 

(((MCDA_direct_marketing['Delivery_month_total']>3)& 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['products_grown_total']>10))| (MCDA_direct_marketing['special_product']==1)) 

& (MCDA_direct_marketing['Harv_Clean_Sort_Ref']==1) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_farmer_market ']==0)& 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Likert_consumer_con']<3) & 

((MCDA_direct_marketing['Distance_Drive_small']<121)| 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Distance_Drive_major']<121))& 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Northern_Country']==1)), 'drop']='No' 

 

### Decision rules for Face-to-Face: Pick your own 

 

## Decision rules applied: sales channel can be served the location is very good (based on population density 

and distance to minor / major cities), farmer grows products that are suitable (apple, berries, pumpkins...), 

is willing to have close contact and does not already offer the business model 

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='Pick_Your_Own') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Population_rel']>100) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_Pickyourown']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Likert_consumer_con']<3)& (MCDA_direct_marketing['pick_u_fruits']==1)& 

((MCDA_direct_marketing['Distance_Drive_small']<61)| 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Distance_Drive_major']<61))) , 'drop']='No' 

 

## Only considered if CSA Trade of working hours is not included (similar for smaller, organic farms) 

### If the requirements for CSA are fulfilled, the dummy for dropping the sales channel Pick your own 

becomes Yes 

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='Pick_Your_Own') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Population_rel']>120) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['Distance_Drive_major']<41) 

& (MCDA_direct_marketing['vegetables_total']>20) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['Delivery_month_total']>6) 

& (MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_organic ']==1) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_commu_supp_agri']==0) & 
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(MCDA_direct_marketing['Likert_welcome_farm']<3) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Country_x']!='Suomi/Finland')), 'drop']='Yes' 

 

### Decision Rules for Retail Trade: Retail Stores (e.g. sales to supermarkets that highlight origin) 

## Decision rules applied: location should at least be medium, basic certification might be required, the post-

harvest handling needs to be done at farm, most likely the farmer should be able to supply for some time (3 

month) or offer something special... 

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='Retail_Store') & 

((MCDA_direct_marketing['attractive_region']=='medium')| 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['attractive_region']=='high')) & 

((MCDA_direct_marketing['Delivery_month_total']>3)| (MCDA_direct_marketing['special_product']==1)| 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['processed_animal_product']==1) | 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Number_layer_Hens']==1)) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Harv_Clean_Sort_Ref']==1) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_supermarket_regional']==0) & 

((MCDA_direct_marketing['Cert_Min']==1)|(MCDA_direct_marketing['Cert_High ']==1))), 'drop']='No' 

 

### Decision rules for Online Trade (Box Scheme Subscription & Direct Delivery) 

#### The sales channel is only considered if "CSA - Annual Subscription - Exchange of money for products" is 

not included  

#### This is the alternative for conventional farms 

## Decision rules applied: the requirements are very similar to subscription CSA, but they can also offer a 

broad variety of fruits (fruit box subscription for offices can be found in practice), organic is not a must, but 

there needs to be a high share of people ordering online (60 %) 

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='Online_Sale_Subscription_Delivery'

) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['attractive_region']=='high') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Distance_Drive_major']<121) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['products_grown_total']>20)  & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Delivery_month_total']>6)  & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_food_box_delivery']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Internet_Usage_2020']>60) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Harv_Clean_Sort_Ref']==1)), 'drop']='No' 

 

### Only considered, if CSA Annual Subscription is not included (in case the requirements for CSA are fulfilled 

Online Sales + Delivery is dropped) 

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='Online_Sale_Subscription_Delivery'

) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['attractive_region']=='high') & 
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(MCDA_direct_marketing['Distance_Drive_major']<91) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['vegetables_total']>20) 

& (MCDA_direct_marketing['Delivery_month_total']>6) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_organic ']==1)  

& (MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_commu_supp_agri']==0)& 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_food_box_delivery']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Harv_Clean_Sort_Ref']==1)), 'drop']='Yes' 

 

### Decision rules for Online Sales (Post delivery) 

## Decision rules applied: the requirements are low, a high share people offering online is necessary, 

furthermore in some regions sending sensitive products might not be possible  

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='Online_Sales_Post') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_food_box_delivery']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Internet_Usage_2020']>60) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['not_sendable']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Harv_Clean_Sort_Ref']==1)), 'drop']='No' 

 

### Extensive on-farm shops 

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='On_Farm_Shop_intensive') & 

((MCDA_direct_marketing['attractive_region']=='medium')| 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['attractive_region']=='low')) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_farmer_shop']==0)), 'drop']='No' 

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='On_Farm_Shop_intensive') & 

((MCDA_direct_marketing['attractive_region']=='medium')| 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['attractive_region']=='low')) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_farmer_shop']==0)), 'Alternative']='On_Farm_Shop_extensive' 

 

 

## Sales volume and consumer contact is corrected. This assumed to be lower than for intensive shows 

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='On_Farm_Shop_extensive')), 

'Volume']=0.2 

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='On_Farm_Shop_extensive')), 

'Consumer_Contact']=0.4 

### Potential to reduce the Labor to produce ratio is higher (takes the value from Retail Store) 

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='On_Farm_Shop_extensive')), 

'Labor_Produce']=0.31 

 

### Farmers with raw milk only 
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Extensive farm shops (e.g. vending machines) are also the only option for farmers with raw, unpasteurized 

milk. Furthermore, it is ensured that this is only advised to farmers from countries raw milk sales are actually 

allowed. 

 

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='CSA_working_hours') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['vegetables_total']==0) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['fruits_total']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['processed_animal_product']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_raw_milk_only']==1)), 'drop']='Yes'   

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='CSA_annual_subscription') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['vegetables_total']==0) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['fruits_total']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['processed_animal_product']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_raw_milk_only']==1)), 'drop']='Yes'                           

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='On_Farm_Shop_intensive') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['vegetables_total']==0) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['fruits_total']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['processed_animal_product']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_raw_milk_only']==1)), 'drop']='Yes'                           

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='Farmers_Market') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['vegetables_total']==0) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['fruits_total']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['processed_animal_product']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_raw_milk_only']==1)), 'drop']='Yes'                           

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='Pick_Your_Own') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['vegetables_total']==0) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['fruits_total']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['processed_animal_product']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_raw_milk_only']==1)), 'drop']='Yes'                           

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='Retail_Store') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['vegetables_total']==0) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['fruits_total']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['processed_animal_product']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_raw_milk_only']==1)), 'drop']='Yes'   

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='Online_Sale_Subscription_Delivery'

) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['vegetables_total']==0) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['fruits_total']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['processed_animal_product']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_raw_milk_only']==1)), 'drop']='Yes'         

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='Online_Sales_Post') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['vegetables_total']==0) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['fruits_total']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['processed_animal_product']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_raw_milk_only']==1)), 'drop']='Yes'          
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MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='On_Farm_Shop_extensive') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['vegetables_total']==0) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['fruits_total']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['processed_animal_product']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_raw_milk_only']==1)), 'drop']='No'          

 

### Raw milk sales at farmgate do not seem to be allowed in all countries, therefore the extensive farm shop 

also is dropped in case farms are producing raw milk only and are located in (Germany), Holland, (Belgium, 

Switzerland), France, Denmark (and Sweden) -- Germany, Belgium, Switzerland and Sweden are no Beacons 

and thus not considered 

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='On_Farm_Shop_extensive') & 

((MCDA_direct_marketing['Country_x']!='Danmark') & (MCDA_direct_marketing['Country_x']!='France') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Country_x']!='Nederland')& 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Country_x']!='Suomi/Finland')& 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Country_x']!='Éire/Ireland')) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_raw_milk_only']==1) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['vegetables_total']==0) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['fruits_total']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['processed_animal_product']==0)), 'drop']='Yes'          

 

## For the results section (printing of graphics) a dummy holding the information if a sales channel was 

included or not is necessary 

MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_CSA_work']=0 

MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_CSA_money']=0 

MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_On_Farm_Int']=0 

MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_On_Farm_Extensive']=0 

MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_Farmer_market']=0 

MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_Pick_your_own']=0 

MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_Retail_Store']=0 

MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_Online_Subsciption']=0 

MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_Online_Post']=0 

MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_no_channels']=0 

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='CSA_working_hours') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['drop']=='No')), 'Dummy_CSA_work']=1         

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='CSA_annual_subscription') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['drop']=='No')), 'Dummy_CSA_money']=1          
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MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='On_Farm_Shop_intensive') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['drop']=='No')), 'Dummy_On_Farm_Int']=1          

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='On_Farm_Shop_extensive') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['drop']=='No')), 'Dummy_On_Farm_Extensive']=1          

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='Farmers_Market') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['drop']=='No')), 'Dummy_Farmer_market']=1          

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='Pick_Your_Own') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['drop']=='No')), 'Dummy_Pick_your_own']=1          

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='Retail_Store') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['drop']=='No')), 'Dummy_Retail_Store']=1          

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='Online_Sale_Subscription_Delivery'

) & (MCDA_direct_marketing['drop']=='No')), 'Dummy_Online_Subsciption']=1          

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='Online_Sales_Post') & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['drop']=='No')), 'Dummy_Online_Post']=1          

MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_CSA_work2']=MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_CSA_work'].sum() 

MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_CSA_money2']=MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_CSA_money'].sum() 

MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_On_Farm_Int2']=MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_On_Farm_Int'].sum(

) 

MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_On_Farm_Extensive2']=MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_On_Farm_Ext

ensive'].sum() 

MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_Farmer_market2']=MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_Farmer_market'].

sum() 

MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_Pick_your_own2']=MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_Pick_your_own'].s

um() 

MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_Retail_Store2']=MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_Retail_Store'].sum() 

MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_Online_Subsciption2']=MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_Online_Subsci

ption'].sum() 

MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_Online_Post2']=MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_Online_Post'].sum() 

 

## In case no channel presents a 'No' and thus all channels are excluded. The counter term (L34) below does 

not run, therefore extensive shop is artificially set to 'No' 

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_CSA_work2']==0) & 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_CSA_money2']==0)& 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_On_Farm_Int2']==0)& 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_On_Farm_Extensive2']==0)& 
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(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_Farmer_market2']==0)& 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_Pick_your_own2']==0)& 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_Retail_Store2']==0)& 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_Online_Subsciption2']==0)& 

(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_Online_Post2']==0)), 'Dummy_no_channels']=1     

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='On_Farm_Shop_extensive') & 

MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_no_channels']==1), 'drop']='No'          

 

 

## Step 5 

### Estimation of the MCDA model 

 

## Setting up the model – only feasible sales channels are included in the analysis 

### Count how many alternatives remain and drop unsuitable ones if at least two channels remain 

import pandas as pd 

MCDA_direct_marketing['Number_Channels']= MCDA_direct_marketing['drop'].value_counts()['No'] 

print(MCDA_direct_marketing['Number_Channels']) 

###the counter above does not run if not at least one channel presents a 'NO'. if no channels are suitable this 

is adjusted below 

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='On_Farm_Shop_extensive') & 

MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_no_channels']==1), 'drop']='Yes'          

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[(MCDA_direct_marketing['Dummy_no_channels']==1), 'Number_Channels']=0          

MCDA_direct_marketing['Unsuitable_Channels']= MCDA_direct_marketing['drop'] 

 

### ### The model can only be used if at least two alternatives remain, for those with one or zero alternatives 

post box sales and extensive stands will be considered at first and in the end only the suitable sales channels 

will be presented to him / her. 

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='Online_Sales_Post') & 

((MCDA_direct_marketing['Number_Channels']==0) | (MCDA_direct_marketing['Number_Channels']==1))), 

'drop']='No'          

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative']=='On_Farm_Shop_extensive') & 

((MCDA_direct_marketing['Number_Channels']==0) | (MCDA_direct_marketing['Number_Channels']==1))), 

'drop']='No' 
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## only those sales channels that are feasible are kept in the model (those presenting a drop 'No') 

MCDA=MCDA_direct_marketing 

indexNames = MCDA[MCDA['drop'] =="Yes"].index 

MCDA.drop(indexNames, inplace=True) 

print(MCDA['drop']) 

print(MCDA) 

 

### Data frame needs to be turned into a matrix for the MCDA  

MCDA=MCDA[['Volume','Price_Premium','Chain_Added_Value','Carbon_Footprint','Labor_Produce','Gende

r_Equality','Consumer_Contact']] 

mcda=MCDA.values 

mcda 

 

## Defining the objectives - every component of the objectives vector represents the optimal sense of a 

criteria (whether this needs to be minimised or maximised) 

## weighted sum model below cannot handle objectives needing minimization (therefore the inverse was 

calculated over excel...) 

objectives=[max,max,max,max,max,max,max] 

objectives 

#pip install scikit-criteria 

import skcriteria as skc 

from skcriteria import DecisionMatrix, mkdm 

 

## The two vectors are combined in the Scikit Criteria Decision Matrix 

## all the criteria need maximization. Carbon footprint and labor to produce were inverted beforehand and 

can now be maximized as well. 

dm = skc.mkdm(mcda,[max,max,max,max,max,max,max]) 

dm 

 

### Weights sum up to 1, we fill them in the same way in order to use no weighing at all (1/7=0.143). 

dm=skc.mkdm( 
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mcda, 

objectives, 

weights=[0.143,0.143,0.143,0.143,0.143,0.143,0.143],     

criteria=['Volume','Price_Premium','Chain_Added_Value','Carbon_Footprint','Labor_Produce','Gender_Equ

ality','Consumer_Contact'], 

) 

dm 

 

dm.plot() 

 

from skcriteria.madm import simple 

 

## dec refers to the decision-matrix  

## evaluate tell the model which matrix to use for the analysis 

## rank holds the results (ranking of the alternatives) 

dec=simple.WeightedSumModel() 

rank=dec.evaluate(dm) 

rank 

 

### Create a new row holding the rank of the alternatives 

from skcriteria.madm import simple 

Ranking=pd.DataFrame({rank.method: rank.values}) 

print(Ranking) 

MCDA_direct_marketing.insert(1, "Ranking", Ranking) 

 

MCDA_direct_marketing = MCDA_direct_marketing.sort_values(by = ['Ranking']) 

print(MCDA_direct_marketing) 

 

## Cleaning of the results  
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### Dropping the other sales channels for farmers with one or zero options (the options I used to artificially 

run the model and continue the do file). Only those originally included after the sorting out approach are 

therefore kept.  

This result was stored in 'Unsuitable Channels'... 

## Ensure that farms for which only one or no business model was considered are only shown this business 

model in the solution section 

MCDA=MCDA_direct_marketing 

indexNames = MCDA[MCDA['Unsuitable_Channels'] =="Yes"].index 

MCDA.drop(indexNames, inplace=True) 

print(MCDA['drop']) 

 

# Step 6 

## Results presented to the Users (Farmers) 

 

## For farms with limited options only Rank needs to take a one, if only one sales channel remains 

MCDA_direct_marketing.loc[((MCDA_direct_marketing['Number_Channels']==1)), 'Ranking']=1          

 

## Renaming Alternative Sales Channels 

MCDA_direct_marketing['Sales_Channel']=MCDA_direct_marketing['Alternative'] 

first_row=MCDA_direct_marketing.iloc[0] 

 

### Import of the file holding the information 

if (first_row.loc['Country_x']=='Nederland'): 

    df_results_text = pd.read_excel('Result_Texts.xlsx', sheet_name='NDL') 

if (first_row.loc['Country_x']=='España'): 

    df_results_text = pd.read_excel('Result_Texts.xlsx', sheet_name='SPA') 

if (first_row.loc['Country_x']=='Ελλάδα'): 

    df_results_text = pd.read_excel('Result_Texts.xlsx', sheet_name='GRE') 

if (first_row.loc['Country_x']=='Danmark'): 

    df_results_text = pd.read_excel('Result_Texts.xlsx', sheet_name='DK') 

if (first_row.loc['Country_x']=='Suomi/Finland'): 
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    df_results_text = pd.read_excel('Result_Texts.xlsx', sheet_name='FIN') 

if (first_row.loc['Country_x']=='Latvija'): 

    df_results_text = pd.read_excel('Result_Texts.xlsx', sheet_name='LAT') 

if (first_row.loc['Country_x']=='Lietuva'): 

    df_results_text = pd.read_excel('Result_Texts.xlsx', sheet_name='LIT') 

if (first_row.loc['Country_x']=='Polska'): 

    df_results_text = pd.read_excel('Result_Texts.xlsx', sheet_name='POL') 

if (first_row.loc['Country_x']=='Türkiye'): 

    df_results_text = pd.read_excel('Result_Texts.xlsx', sheet_name='TUR') 

if (first_row.loc['Country_x']=='Éire/Ireland'): 

    df_results_text = pd.read_excel('Result_Texts.xlsx', sheet_name='ENG') 

if (first_row.loc['Country_x']=='France'): 

    df_results_text = pd.read_excel('Result_Texts.xlsx', sheet_name='FRC')  

if (first_row.loc['Country_x']=='Italia'): 

    df_results_text = pd.read_excel('Result_Texts.xlsx', sheet_name='IT')   

 

print(df_results_text['Intro_Definition_Business_Models']) 

print(df_results_text['Definition_CSA']) 

print(df_results_text['Definition_Face_2_Face']) 

print(df_results_text['Definition_Online_Trade']) 

print(df_results_text['Definition_Retail_Trade']) 

print(df_results_text['Definition_Improved_Logistics']) 

print(df_results_text['More_Info_Business_Models']) 

 

print(df_results_text['Result1_Models_Considered']) 

print(MCDA_direct_marketing[['Business_Model','Sales_Channel']]) 

 

### Results text for farmers with only one suitable option 

 

if (first_row.loc['Number_Channels']==1): 
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        print(df_results_text['Results1_only_one_channel']) 

        print(first_row[['Business_Model','Sales_Channel']]) 

        print(df_results_text['Results2_only_one_channel']) 

 

### Results text for farmer with more than one option 

if (first_row.loc['Number_Channels']>=2): 

        print(df_results_text['Result_Farms_more_than_2_suitable']) 

        print(MCDA_direct_marketing[['Business_Model','Sales_Channel','Ranking']])  

        print(df_results_text['Results2_Farm_more_2_suitable']) 

 

## Results texts for farmers with no suitable sales channel 

if (first_row.loc['Number_Channels']==0): 

        print(df_results_text['Results1_farms_no_suitable_channels']) 

        print(df_results_text['Results2_farm_no_suitable_Channels']) 

 

### Information, how the sustainability criteria affect the ranking 

print(df_results_text['How_calculated']) 

 

import plotly.express as px 

import pandas as pd 

from IPython.display import display, Image 

###wholesale as a default is always shown 

df = pd.DataFrame(dict( 

    r=[1,0.24,0.09,0.27,1,0.50,0.2], 

    theta=['Volume','Price Premium','Chain Added Value','Lower Carbon Footprint','Lower Labor Produce 

Ratio','Gender Equality','Consumer Contact'])) 

fig = px.line_polar(df, r='r', theta='theta', line_close=True) 

fig.update_layout(title_text = 'Sales over the Wholesale Market', title_x=0.5) 

fig.show() 

 

## CSA exchange of working hours for products 
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if (first_row.loc['Dummy_CSA_work2']==1): 

    df = pd.DataFrame(dict( 

    r=[0.20,1,0.95,0.05,0.01,0,1], 

    theta=['Volume','Price Premium','Chain Added Value','Lower Carbon Footprint','Lower Labor Produce 

Ratio','Gender Equality','Consumer Contact'])) 

    fig = px.line_polar(df, r='r', theta='theta', line_close=True) 

    fig.update_layout(title_text = 'CSA - Trade of working hours for products', title_x=0.5) 

    fig.show() 

     

### CSA exchange of money for products (delivery) 

if (first_row.loc['Dummy_CSA_money2']==1): 

    df = pd.DataFrame(dict( 

    r=[0.60,0.73,0.42,0.12,0.12,0.36,0.6], 

    theta=['Volume','Price Premium','Chain Added Value','Lower Carbon Footprint','Lower Labor Produce 

Ratio','Gender Equality','Consumer Contact'])) 

    fig = px.line_polar(df, r='r', theta='theta', line_close=True) 

    fig.update_layout(title_text = 'CSA - Annual Subscription & Delivery', title_x=0.5) 

    fig.update_layout( 

      polar=dict( 

        radialaxis=dict( 

          visible=True, 

          range=[0, 1] 

        )), 

      showlegend=False 

    ) 

 

    fig.show() 

     

### On-Farm shop 

if (first_row.loc['Dummy_On_Farm_Int2']==1): 

    df = pd.DataFrame(dict( 
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    r=[0.40,0.73,0.69,0.07,0.03,0.65,1], 

    theta=['Volume','Price Premium','Chain Added Value','Lower Carbon Footprint','Lower Labor Produce 

Ratio','Gender Equality','Consumer Contact'])) 

    fig = px.line_polar(df, r='r', theta='theta', line_close=True) 

    fig.update_layout(title_text = 'Staffed On-Farm Shop', title_x=0.5) 

    fig.show()     

     

### On-Farm Shop extensive 

if (first_row.loc['Dummy_On_Farm_Extensive2']==1): 

    df = pd.DataFrame(dict( 

        r=[0.20,0.73,0.69,0.07,0.31,0.65,0.4], 

        theta=['Volume','Price Premium','Chain Added Value','Lower Carbon Footprint','Lower Labor Produce 

Ratio','Gender Equality','Consumer Contact'])) 

    fig = px.line_polar(df, r='r', theta='theta', line_close=True) 

    fig.update_layout(title_text = 'Extensive, unstaffed On-Farm Shop', title_x=0.5) 

    fig.update_layout( 

      polar=dict( 

        radialaxis=dict( 

          visible=True, 

          range=[0, 1] 

        )), 

      showlegend=False 

    ) 

    fig.show()     

     

### Farmer's market 

if (first_row.loc['Dummy_Farmer_market2']==1): 

    df = pd.DataFrame(dict( 

        r=[0.20,0.88,1,0.22,0.08,1,1], 

        theta=['Volume','Price Premium','Chain Added Value','Lower Carbon Footprint','Lower Labor Produce 

Ratio','Gender Equality','Consumer Contact'])) 
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    fig = px.line_polar(df, r='r', theta='theta', line_close=True) 

    fig.update_layout(title_text = 'Farmers Market Stands', title_x=0.5) 

    fig.show() 

 

### Pick your own 

if (first_row.loc['Dummy_Pick_your_own2']==1): 

    df = pd.DataFrame(dict( 

        r=[0.20,1,0.95,0.05,0.01,0,1], 

        theta=['Volume','Price Premium','Chain Added Value','Lower Carbon Footprint','Lower Labor Produce 

Ratio','Gender Equality','Consumer Contact'])) 

    fig = px.line_polar(df, r='r', theta='theta', line_close=True) 

    fig.update_layout(title_text = 'Pick Your Own', title_x=0.5) 

    fig.show() 

    fig.write_image("Pick_Your_Own.png") 

    print(df_results_text['Additional_Info_PickU']) 

     

### Retail store 

if (first_row.loc['Dummy_Retail_Store2']==1): 

    df = pd.DataFrame(dict( 

        r=[0.40,0.64,0.40,0.50,0.31,0.51,0.4], 

        theta=['Volume','Price Premium','Chain Added Value','Lower Carbon Footprint','Lower Labor Produce 

Ratio','Gender Equality','Consumer Contact'])) 

    fig = px.line_polar(df, r='r', theta='theta', line_close=True) 

    fig.update_layout(title_text = 'Sales over Retail Stores (e.g. Supermarkets Highlighting Origin)', title_x=0.5) 

    fig.update_layout( 

      polar=dict( 

        radialaxis=dict( 

          visible=True, 

          range=[0, 1] 

        )), 

      showlegend=False 
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    ) 

    fig.show()     

     

## Online Sales Direct Delivery 

if (first_row.loc['Dummy_Online_Subsciption2']==1): 

    df = pd.DataFrame(dict( 

        r=[0.60,0.73,0.42,0.12,0.12,0.36,0.6], 

        theta=['Volume','Price Premium','Chain Added Value','Lower Carbon Footprint','Lower Labor Produce 

Ratio','Gender Equality','Consumer Contact'])) 

    fig = px.line_polar(df, r='r', theta='theta', line_close=True) 

    fig.update_layout(title_text = 'Online Sales - Subscription and Delivery', title_x=0.5) 

    fig.update_layout( 

      polar=dict( 

        radialaxis=dict( 

          visible=True, 

          range=[0, 1] 

        )), 

      showlegend=False 

    ) 

    fig.show() 

     

## Online Sales post 

if (first_row.loc['Dummy_Online_Post2']==1): 

    df = pd.DataFrame(dict( 

        r=[0.20,0.73,0.62,1,0.02,0.50,0.2], 

        theta=['Volume','Price Premium','Chain Added Value','Lower Carbon Footprint','Lower Labor Produce 

Ratio','Gender Equality','Consumer Contact'])) 

    fig = px.line_polar(df, r='r', theta='theta', line_close=True) 

    fig.update_layout(title_text = 'Online Sales on Demand (Delivery by Post)', title_x=0.5) 

 

    fig.show() 
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print(df_results_text['Describtion_Spiderweb']) 

 

print(df_results_text['Definition_Criteria']) 

 

### More information why certain business models were excluded from the analysis: 

print(df_results_text['Intro_not_all_sales_channels_con']) 

print(df_results_text['Relative_Attractiveness']) 

print(first_row['attractive_region']) 

print(df_results_text['Suitability_farm_Characterstics']) 

print(df_results_text['Disclaimer_Header']) 

print(df_results_text['Disclaimer']) 

 

 

Appendix III (Calculation of the used data - Inversion) 

### Calculation of the Inverse for the Labor to Produce and the Carbon Footprint Criterion as the model can 

only maximize criteria 

 

# Calculation of the inverse using sckriteria 

MCDA_values=MCDA_direct_marketing_org[['Volume','Price_Premium','Chain_Added_Value','Carbon_Foo

tprint','Labor_Produce','Gender_Equality','Consumer_Contact']] 

MCDA_values=MCDA_values.values 

MCDA_values 

print(MCDA_values) 

 

from skcriteria.preprocessing import invert_objectives, scalers 

 

objectives=[max,max,max,min,min,max,max] 

 

values=skc.mkdm(MCDA_values,[max,max,max,min,min,max,max]) 
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inverter=invert_objectives.MinimizeToMaximize() 

 

values2=inverter.transform(values) 

values2 

 

# Check for strictly dominate alternatives 

values2.dominance.dominated(strict=True) 
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Appendix II Definitions of the sustainability indicators identified in task 

2.2 

 

Name ECO_PR_01 Price difference Farmgate  

Related Dimension  ECO 

Related Attribute PRICE 

Related BM  CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG 

Description  
It shows the difference between the average farmgate price in the chain and the 
average farmgate prices in the region 

Unit of measurement Euro  

Methodology/formula 
Average Farmgate Price in the chain received by farmer (euro/kg)- Average 
farmgate to retail price in the region(euro/kg) 

Information source Farm level   

Reference 

Malak-Rawlikowska, et al. (2019), Measuring the Economic, Environmental, and 
Social Sustainability of Short Food Supply Chains. Sustainability 2019, 11, 4004.  

https://doi.org/10.3390/su11154004 

Link with other indicators ECO_PR_02; ECO_VC_01; ECO_VC_02 

Comments / caveat Could Farm type be a relevant subdivision? 
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Name ECO_PR_02 Price Premium   

Related Dimension  ECO 

Related Attribute PRICE 

Related BM  CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG 

Description It indicates the better prices achieved by producer 

Unit of measurement % 

Methodology/formula 
Price difference Farmgate (euro/kg) / Average farmgate to retail price in the 
region (euro/kg) 

Information source Farm level   

Reference 

Malak-Rawlikowska, et al. (2019), Measuring the Economic, Environmental, and 
Social Sustainability of Short Food Supply Chains. Sustainability 2019, 11, 4004.  

https://doi.org/10.3390/su11154004 

Link with other indicators ECO_PR_01  

Comments / caveat Could Farm type be a relevant subdivision? 
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Name ECO_VC_01 Chain value added  

Related Dimension  ECO 

Related Attribute Value chain and local producers’ sustainability   

Related BM  CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG 

Description  
It can provide a proxy of level of sharing of the value added, strengthening the 
producers position    

Unit of measurement €/kg 

Methodology/formula 

Price difference Farmgate − Distribution costs 

Distribution costs contain costs of transportation, packaging, market fees and 
similar payments and distribution related labour input. Costs of own labour were 
calculated at the per hour rates paid to hired labour. 

Information source Farm level   

Reference 

Malak-Rawlikowska, et al. (2019), Measuring the Economic, Environmental, and 
Social Sustainability of Short Food Supply Chains. Sustainability 2019, 11, 4004.  

https://doi.org/10.3390/su11154004 

Link with other indicators ECO_PR_01; ECO_VC_02 
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Name ECO_VC_02 Chain value added  

Related Dimension  ECO 

Related Attribute Value chain and local producers sustainability   

Related BM  CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG 

Description It indicates the better prices/ position achieved by producer 

Unit of measurement % 

Methodology/formula Chain value added / Average farmgate to retail price in the region  

Information source Farm level   

Reference 

Malak-Rawlikowska, et al. (2019), Measuring the Economic, Environmental, and 
Social Sustainability of Short Food Supply Chains. Sustainability 2019, 11, 4004.  

https://doi.org/10.3390/su11154004  

Link with other indicators ECO_PR_01; ECO_VC_01 

Comments / caveat 
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Name ECO_VC_03 Production costs are lower  

Related Dimension  ECO 

Related Attribute Value chain and local producers’ sustainability   

Related BM  CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG 

Description  
It is a proxy for the entrepreneur's ability to act on the cost component to improve 
position within the supply chain 

Unit of measurement Value (index) 

Methodology/formula 

Self-declaration: 

Indicate the degree of influence your organisations can exert on Production costs 

1 – Minimum 2 3 4 5- Maximum 

Information source Farm level 

Reference 

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social 
Innovation Assessment Template Work Package No.3.  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf   

Link with other indicators ECO_VC_04, ECO_VC_05 

Comments / caveat 
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Name ECO_VC_04 Supply costs are lower 

Related Dimension  ECO 

Related Attribute Value chain and local producers’ sustainability   

Related BM  CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG 

Description  
It is a proxy for the entrepreneur's ability to act on the cost component to improve 
position within the supply chain 

Unit of measurement Value (index) 

Methodology/formula 

Self-declaration: 

Indicate the degree of influence your organisations can exert on Supply costs 

1 – Minimum 2 3 4 5- Maximum 

Information source Farm level 

Reference 

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social 
Innovation Assessment Template Work Package No.3.  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf   

Link with other indicators ECO_VC_03; ECO_VC_05, 

Comments / caveat 
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Name ECO_VC_05 Equity in the value generated  

Related Dimension  ECO 

Related Attribute Value chain and local producers’ sustainability   

Related BM  CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG 

Description  
It is a proxy for assessing the level of equity in distribution of the value generated 
within the supply chain 

Unit of measurement Value (index) 

Methodology/formula 

Self-declaration: 

Is the generated value equally distributed between producers and the other 
actors of your SFSC?  

1 - Not at all 2 3 4 5- Totally 

Information source Farm level 

Reference 

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social 
Innovation Assessment Template Work Package No.3.  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf 

Link with other indicators ECO_VC_03; ECO_VC_04 

Comments / caveat 
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 Name  ECO_ IF_01 Turnover    

Related Dimension   ECO  

Related Attribute  Impact on farm  

Related BM   CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG  

Description   It represents a measurement of the ability of an enterprise to generate value  

Unit of measurement  Euro .000 

Methodology/formula  declaration   

Information source  Farm level  

Reference  

Moya Kneafsey, et al.  (2013). Short Food Supply Chains and Local Food Systems in the 
EU. A State of Play of their Socio-Economic Characteristics   

https://doi.org/ 10.2791/88784  

Link with other indicators  ECO_IF_03 

Comments / caveat  
We take turnover as indicators of economic impact and report here on the limited 
information which is available. 
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Name  ECO_ IF_02 Financial support  

Related Dimension   ECO  

Related Attribute  Impact on farm  

Related BM   CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG  

Description   It represents an assessment to estimate the funding capacity  

Unit of measurement  Euro .000 

Methodology/formula  declaration   

Information source  Farm level  

Reference  

Moya Kneafsey, et al.  (2013). Short Food Supply Chains and Local Food Systems in 
the EU. A State of Play of their Socio-Economic Characteristics   

https://doi.org/ 10.2791/88784  

Link with other indicators  - 

Comments / caveat  

There appear to be two main channels from which the funding arises. The first is, 
internally, from the support of scheme members who might, depending on the 
cases, pay an annual contribution or weekly fees. 

External funding is the second source for SFSCs, from European funds (Rural 
Development) or national / regional sources. 
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Name  ECO_ IF_03 Production costs  

Related Dimension   ECO  

Related Attribute  Impact on farm  

Related BM   CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG  

Description   Participation in a short supply chain could impact on the cost component.   

Unit of measurement  Value/ index 

Methodology/formula  

Self-declaration: 

Does operating in SFSC affects on production cost? 

1 - Significantly higher in SFSC 2 3 4 5 - 5- Significantly lower in SFSC  

Information source  Farm level  

Reference  

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social 
Innovation Assessment Template Work Package No.3.   

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf  

Link with other indicators  ECO_VC_04  

Comments / caveat    
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Name  ECO_ IF_04 Distribution costs     

Related Dimension   ECO  

Related Attribute  Impact on farm  

Related BM   CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG  

Description   Participation in a short supply chain could impact on the cost component.   

Unit of measurement  Value/ index 

Methodology/formula  

Self-declaration: 

Does operating in SFSC affects on distribution cost? 

1 - Significantly higher in SFSC 2 3 4 5 - 5- Significantly lower in SFSC  

Information source  Farm level  

Reference  

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social Innovation 
Assessment Template Work Package No.3.   

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf  

Link with other indicators  ECO_VC_05  

Comments / caveat    
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 Name  ECO_IF_05 Access to credit  

Related Dimension   ECO  

Related Attribute  Impact on farm  

Related BM   CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG  

Description   Is a proxy that evaluates the probability of to access a credit system in an easy way. 

Unit of measurement  Value / index  

Methodology/formula  

Self-declaration: 

Rate of access to credit (for instance, the ease of obtaining a loan) 

1 - Extremely negative 2 3 4 5 - Extremely positive  

Information source  Farm level  

Reference  

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social Innovation 
Assessment Template Work Package No.3.   

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf  

Link with other indicators  - 

Comments / caveat    
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Name  ECO_ REI_01 Number of employees  

Related Dimension   ECO  

Related Attribute  Regional economic impact  

Related BM   CSA; LFT; IM_LOG  

Description   The number of employees allows an impression of the size structure of SFSCs  

Unit of measurement  Number (EFT)  

Methodology/formula  Declaration  

Information source  Farm level  

Reference  

Moya Kneafsey, et al.  (2013). Short Food Supply Chains and Local Food Systems in the 
EU. A State of Play of their Socio-Economic Characteristics   

https://doi.org/ 10.2791/88784  

Link with other indicators  -  

Comments / caveat  
Establishing the number of employees is complex, as many schemes use a mixture of 
full-time and part-time employees, volunteers, family labour and members. We 
propose a conversion in Full Time Equivalent (220 labour days/year)  
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Name  ECO_ REI_02 Number of producers involved  

Related Dimension   ECO  

Related Attribute  Regional economic impact  

Related BM   CSA; LFT; IM_LOG  

Description   
The number of producers involved allows a representation of the size structure of 
SFSCs on the territory 

Unit of measurement  Number 

Methodology/formula  declaration  

Information source  Farm level  

Reference  

Moya Kneafsey, et al.  (2013). Short Food Supply Chains and Local Food Systems in 
the EU. A State of Play of their Socio-Economic Characteristics   

https://doi.org/ 10.2791/88784  

Link with other indicators  - 

Comments / caveat  
 Clearly the number of producers involved in schemes differs widely and appears to 
be more a factor of the individual schemes than associated with any geographical 
patterns. 
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Name  ECO_ REI_03 Sells to local customers  

Related Dimension   ECO  

Related Attribute  Regional economic impact  

Related BM   CSA; LFT; IM_LOG  

Description   
It provides an indication of how the territorial component is relevant in the business 
model and what the spatial horizon of the farms is in a commercial sense. 

Unit of measurement  Value / index  

Methodology/formula  

Self-declaration: 

Does the organization sell products to local customers? 

1 - all outside the local community 2 3 4 5 - all in the local community  

Information source  Farm level  

Reference  

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social 
Innovation Assessment Template Work Package No.3.   

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf  

Link with other indicators  ECO_ REI_04 

Comments / caveat    
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Name  ECO_ REI_04 Local supply  

Related Dimension   ECO  

Related Attribute  Regional economic impact  

Related BM   CSA; LFT; IM_LOG  

Description   
It provides an indication of how the territorial component is relevant in the business 
model  

Unit of measurement  Value / index   

Methodology/formula  

Self-declaration: 

Does the organization buy from local suppliers? 

1 - always from non-local suppliers 2 3 4 5 - always from local suppliers  

Information source  Farm level  

Reference  

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social 
Innovation Assessment Template Work Package No.3.   

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf  

Link with other indicators  ECO_ REI_03 

Comments / caveat    
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Name  ECO_ BP_01 Relationship with customers  

Related Dimension   ECO  

Related Attribute  Bargaining power    

Related BM   CSA; F2F; LFT; IM_LOG  

Description   
Is an indicator of the entrepreneur's ability to get consumer loyalty, to build more 
stable and durable relationship 

Unit of measurement  Value / index   

Methodology/formula  

Self-declaration: 

Does operating in SFSC allows organization to have more stable and durable 
economic relationships? 

1 - Not at all 2 3 4 5 - Totally  

Information source  Farm level  

Reference  

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social 
Innovation Assessment Template Work Package No.3.   

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf  

Link with other indicators  ECO_ BP_02; ECO_ BP_03 

Comments / caveat    
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Name  ECO_ BP_02 Relationship with suppliers  

Related Dimension   ECO  

Related Attribute  Bargaining power    

Related BM   CSA; F2F; LFT; IM_LOG  

Description   
Is an indicator of the entrepreneur's ability to build more stable and durable 
relationship on supply side 

Unit of measurement  Value / index   

Methodology/formula  

Self-declaration: 

Does operating in SFSC allows organization to have more stable and durable 
economic relationships? 

1 - Not at all 2 3 4 5 - Totally  

Information source  Farm level  

Reference  

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social 
Innovation Assessment Template Work Package No.3.   

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf  

Link with other indicators  ECO_ BP_01; ECO_ BP_03 

Comments / caveat    
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Name  ECO_ BP_03 Bargaining power Self-Assessment    

Related Dimension   ECO  

Related Attribute  Bargaining power    

Related BM   CSA; F2F; LFT; IM_LOG  

Description   
It represents an estimation based on self-assessment by business managers 
surveyed evaluating their position in the chain 

Unit of measurement  Value / index    

Methodology/formula  

Self-assessment based on: 

1. Position in the channel.  

2. Level of trust in relations with other chain participants.  

3. Relations with other farmers/producers participating in the same chain.  

4. Relations with the customers.  

Information source  Farm level  

Reference  
Agata Malak-Rawlikowska et al. (2019). Measuring the Economic, Environmental, 
and Social Sustainability of Short Food Supply Chains 
https://doi.org/10.3390/su11154004  

Link with other indicators   ECO_ BP_01; ECO_ BP_02 

Comments / caveat    
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Name ENV_FM_01 Carbon Footprint related to food miles  

Related Dimension  ENV 

Related Attribute Food Miles 

Related BM  CSA; LFT 

Description 
The Carbon Footprint (CFP) expressed as a carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2 eq) 
represents emissions of Greenhouse Gases (GHG) in the process of 
transportation.   

Unit of measurement Value 

Methodology/formula Carbon Footprint=Fuel consumption(lkg)∗CFP coefficient (CO2/kg) 

Information source Farm level   

Reference 

Malak-Rawlikowska, et al. (2019), Measuring the Economic, Environmental, and 
Social Sustainability of Short Food Supply Chains. Sustainability 2019, 11, 4004.  

https://doi.org/10.3390/su11154004   

Link with other indicators ENV_FM_03;  

Comments / caveat - 

 
  

https://doi.org/10.3390/su11154004
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Name ENV_FM_02 Reduced food miles (production and distribution)    

Related Dimension  ENV 

Related Attribute Food Miles 

Related BM  CSA; LFT 

Description 
It represents the reduced distance a product travels within the production and 
delivery process characterizing the short supply chain. 

Unit of measurement Km/Kg 

Methodology/formula 

self-declaration: 

Total kilometers travelled by main product for production & processing  

+ 

total kilometers travelled by main product to reach the final consumers 
(production + distribution phase on delivered product) 

Information source Farm level 

Reference 

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social 
Innovation Assessment Template Work Package No.3.  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf  

Link with other indicators - 

Comments / caveat 
This indicator is often proposed in the literature, but judgement on its use is not 
always unequivocal. 

 
  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
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Name ENV_FM_03 Use of Fuel 

Related Dimension  ENV 

Related Attribute Food Miles 

Related BM  CSA; LFT 

Description 
The use of fuel per kilogram of transported goods corresponds with distances 
travelled but depends also to a large extent on the type of car used, as well as on 
the quantities transported. It is a key information concerning the vehicle use. 

Unit of measurement L/kg  

Methodology/formula L/kg in relation to Food Miles  

Information source Farm level 

Reference 

Majewski, E. et al (2020). Are Short Food Supply Chains More Environmentally 
Sustainable than Long Chains? A Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) of the Eco-Efficiency 
of Food Chains in Selected EU Countries. Energies 2020, 13, 4853; 
doi:10.3390/en13184853 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies  

Link with other indicators ENV_FM_01; ENV_FM_02 

Comments / caveat -  

 
  

http://www.mdpi.com/journal/energies
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Name ENV_EC_01 Reduced energy consumption  

Related Dimension  ENV 

Related Attribute Energy Consumption 

Related BM  CSA; F2F; LFT; online; IM_LOG 

Description It measures the reduced rate of energy consumption of the organization. 

Unit of measurement Value / index    

Methodology/formula 

self-declaration: 

Rate the energy consumption of organization 

1- Very Low -2-3-4-5 Very High 

Information source Farm level 

Reference 

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social 
Innovation Assessment Template Work Package No.3.  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf 

Link with other indicators ENV_FM_01; ENV_FM_03 

Comments / caveat This information is very aggregated and therefore probably not very precise. 

 
  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
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Name ENV_EC_02 More energy efficiency measures  

Related Dimension  ENV 

Related Attribute Energy Consumption 

Related BM  CSA; F2F; LFT; online; IM_LOG 

Description 
It measures if and how initiatives or investments have been started in the 
organization to boost energy efficiency measures. 

Unit of measurement Value / index    

Methodology/formula 

self-declaration: 

Have initiatives / investments been started in your SFSC for energy efficiency 
measures? 

1- Never -2-3-4-5 Very Often 

Information source Farm level 

Reference 

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social 
Innovation Assessment Template Work Package No.3.  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf 

Link with other indicators ENV_EC_01; ENV_FLW_02; ENV_FM_03 

Comments / caveat - 

 
  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
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Name ENV_TP_01 % of BIO products  

Related Dimension  ENV 

Related Attribute Type of Process/Products/Packaging 

Related BM  CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG 

Description 
It indicates the percentage of organic production on the total production of the 
farm. 

Unit of measurement % 

Methodology/formula 
Self-declaration: 

Percentage of organic production on the total production 

Information source Farm level   

Reference 

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social 
Innovation Assessment Template Work Package No.3.  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf  

Link with other indicators ENV_TP_03 

Comments / caveat - 

 
  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
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Name ENV_TP_02 Local/traditional products 

Related Dimension  ENV 

Related Attribute Type of Process/Products/Packaging 

Related BM  CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG 

Description 
It indicates whether the production of local/traditional products is preferred and 
the percentage of this kind of production on total production. 

Unit of measurement Value / index ; % 

Methodology/formula 

self-declaration: 

Does organisation privilege the production of local / traditional products (e.g. 
PDO, PGI, TSG)? 

1- Not all- 2 -3- 4-5 Totally 

Indicate the percentage of production of local/traditional products on total 
production 

% 

Information source Farm level   

Reference 

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social 
Innovation Assessment Template Work Package No.3.  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf    

Link with other indicators ENV_TP_03 

Comments / caveat - 

 
  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
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Name ENV_TP_03 Access to agri-environmental schemes support   

Related Dimension  ENV 

Related Attribute Type of Process/Products/Packaging 

Related BM  CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG 

Description 
Access to public support interventions in the agri-environmental field (e.g. via 
RDPs) is a proxy for the use of environmentally friendly techniques and processes. 

Unit of measurement 

Self-declaration: 

Did the organization app 

ly to agri-environmental measures in RDPs? 

Y/N 

Methodology/formula Self-declaration  

Information source Farm level   

Reference From Task 2.3 (Focus Group) 

Link with other indicators ENV_TP_01 

Comments / caveat 

The proposed indicator does not consider how many schemes the farmer adheres 
to, because it would be too complex to give a relative value. It is a dummy, as well 
as a self-declaration, and for these reasons it should not be used with too much 
confidence except in conjunction with other information. 
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Name ENV_TP_04 More eco-friendly packaging used 

Related Dimension  ENV 

Related Attribute Type of Process/Products/Packaging 

Related BM  CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG 

Description 
It explains if the farm adopts eco-friendly packaging and if it works to minimize 
the packaging of its products. 

Unit of measurement Value / index  

Methodology/formula 

Self-declaration: 

Does organization adopt eco- friendly packaging? 

1- Not at all - 2 -3 -4 -5 Totally 

Does organization work to minimize the packaging of its products? 

1- Not at all - 2 -3 -4 -5 Totally 

Information source Farm level   

Reference 

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social 
Innovation Assessment Template Work Package No.3.  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf    

Link with other indicators ENV_EC_01; ENV_FLW_02 

Comments / caveat - 

 
  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
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Name ENV_FLW_01 Reduced food loss & waste  

Related Dimension  ENV 

Related Attribute Food Loss and Waste 

Related BM  CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG 

Description It measures how the farm is engaged in reducing food loss and waste  

Unit of measurement Value / index  

Methodology/formula 

Self-declaration: 

Does your organization work to reduce food waste? 

1- Not at all -2-3-4-5- Totally 

Information source Farm level   

Reference 

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social 
Innovation Assessment Template Work Package No.3.  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf    

Link with other indicators ENV_TP_04; ENV_FLW_02;  

Comments / caveat - 

 
  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
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Name ENV_FLW_02 More circular economy initiatives 

Related Dimension  ENV 

Related Attribute Food Loss and Waste 

Related BM  CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG 

Description 
It measures if and how circular economy initiatives have been started in the 
organization to boost a circular economy model of production and consumption.  

Unit of measurement Y/N 

Methodology/formula 

Self-declaration: 

Have circular economy initiatives been launched? 

Y/N + description 

Information source Farm level   

Reference 

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social 
Innovation Assessment Template Work Package No.3.  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf    

Link with other indicators ENV_FLW_01; 

Comments / caveat 
It is a dummy, as well as a self-declaration, and for these reasons it should not be 
used with too much confidence except in conjunction with other information. 

 
  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
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Name SOC_LE_01 Labour to production ratio  

Related Dimension  SOC 

Related Attribute Labour/Employment  

Related BM  CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG 

Description 
It reflects the number of hours worked used in the processes including preparing 
products for transportation, loading, transporting, and selling by producer 
(farmer). 

Unit of measurement H/Kg 

Methodology/formula 
[(hours for preparing for sale per one delivery + hours for transport and selling) * 
Num. Deliveries] / volume of sales in the channel (kg) 

Information source Farm level 

Reference 

Malak-Rawlikowska, et al. (2019), Measuring the Economic, Environmental, and 
Social Sustainability of Short Food Supply Chains. Sustainability 2019, 11, 4004.  

https://doi.org/10.3390/su11154004  

Link with other indicators ECO_IF_03; ECO_IF_04 

Comments / caveat - 

 
  

https://doi.org/10.3390/su11154004
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Name SOC_ LE_02 Presence of corporate welfare 

Related Dimension SOC 

Related Attribute Labour/Employment 

Related BM CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG 

Description 
This represents services that the company offers to its workers, for example: 
supplementary health insurance, supplementary pension, flexible benefits such as 
coverage of expenses for health care and childcare services, etc. 

Unit of measurement Value / index  

Methodology/formula 

Self-declaration:  

Does your organization invest in welfare services for its workers? 

1 - Not at all 2 3 4 5 - Totally 

Information source Farm level 

Reference 

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social Innovation 
Assessment Template Work Package No.3. 

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf  

Link with other indicators - 

Comments / caveat This information is very aggregated and therefore probably not very accurate. 

  
  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
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Name SOC_LE_03 Higher resilience of employment   

Related Dimension SOC 

Related Attribute Labour/Employment 

Related BM CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG 

Description It represents the ability to maintain employment levels over the years. 

Unit of measurement Value / index  

Methodology/formula 

Self-declaration: 

Estimate occupational resilience (the ability to maintain employment levels over the 
years) 

Minimum 1- Maximum 5  

Information source Farm level 

Reference 

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social Innovation 
Assessment Template Work Package No.3. 

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf  

Link with other indicators SOC_HC_04 

Comments / caveat - 

    
  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
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Name SOC_ LE_04 Inclusion of disadvantaged people 

Related Dimension SOC 

Related Attribute Labour/Employment 

Related BM CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG 

Description 

It’s a measure of the degree of inclusion within the company and is calculated by 
considering the sum of groups of disadvantaged workers, such as disabled people, 
migrants, NEETs, prisoners/ex-convicts, drug addicts/ex-convicts, out of the total 
number of staff employed. 

Unit of measurement % 

Methodology/formula 

Self-declaration: 

% of disadvantaged workers out of the total number of workers, consistent with 
REGULATION (EU) N. 651/2014 

Information source Farm level 

Reference 

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social Innovation 
Assessment Template Work Package No.3. 

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf  

Link with other indicators - 

Comments / caveat  

 
  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
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 Name SOC_HC_01 Generational change 

Related Dimension SOC 

Related Attribute Human capital 

Related BM CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG 

Description It represents the incidence of young over experienced workforce. 

Unit of measurement Value 

Methodology/formula 

Young Age index; 

Percentage ratio between the number of employees in the 15-35 bracket and number 
of employees in the 45-65 bracket 

GC = EMP (15-35) / EMP (45-65) 

Information source Farm level 

Reference 

Strength2Food project - V. Bellassen, et al. Methods and Indicators for Measuring the 
Social, Environmental and Economic Impacts of Food Quality Schemes, Short Food 
Supply Chains and Varying Public Sector Food Procurement Policies on Agri-Food 
Chain Participants and Rural Territories.https://www.strength2food.eu/wp-
content/uploads/2018/04/D3_2_Methodological-Handbook.pdf 

Link with other indicators SOC_HC_04 

Comments / caveat - 

   
  

https://www.strength2food.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/D3_2_Methodological-Handbook.pdf
https://www.strength2food.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/D3_2_Methodological-Handbook.pdf
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Name SOC_HC_02 Educational attainment  

Related Dimension SOC 

Related Attribute Human capital 

Related BM CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG 

Description It is constituted by the educational level of people who work in the supply chain. 

Unit of measurement Judgement 

Methodology/formula 

Labour force self-declaration from the Rural development Regulations 

 Practical experience only 

 Basic training 

 Full agricultural training 

Information source Farm level 

Reference 

Strength2Food project - V. Bellassen, et al. Methods and Indicators for Measuring the 
Social, Environmental and Economic Impacts of Food Quality Schemes, Short Food 
Supply Chains and Varying Public Sector Food Procurement Policies on Agri-Food 
Chain Participants and Rural Territories.  

https://www.strength2food.eu/wp-
content/uploads/2018/04/D3_2_Methodological-Handbook.pdf 

Link with other indicators - 

Comments / caveat 
We propose a simplified classification compared to that proposed by the 
bibliographical reference. 

   
  

https://www.strength2food.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/D3_2_Methodological-Handbook.pdf
https://www.strength2food.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/D3_2_Methodological-Handbook.pdf
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Name SOC_HC_03 Gender equality 

Related Dimension SOC 

Related Attribute Human capital 

Related BM CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG 

Description Represents the share of hours worked by women. 

Unit of measurement % 

Methodology/formula (hours worked by women) / (total labour (h)) *100 

Information source Farm level 

Reference 

Malak-Rawlikowska, et al. (2019), Measuring the Economic, Environmental, and Social 
Sustainability of Short Food Supply Chains. Sustainability 2019, 11, 4004. 

https://doi.org/10.3390/su11154004 

Link with other indicators SOC_HC_04 

Comments / caveat 
We propose a broader reading than that proposed by the bibliographic reference, 
which refers only to the process of distribution. 

 
  

https://doi.org/10.3390/su11154004
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Name SOC_HC_04 No unequal treatment for same roles 

Related Dimension SOC 

Related Attribute Human capital 

Related BM CSA; F2F; LFT; on line; IM_LOG 

Description It is a proxy for equity of treatment for the same roles with regard to gender. 

Unit of measurement Value 

Methodology/formula 

Self-declaration: 

Is there a difference in pay between men and women with the same roles?    Y/N + 
explanation 

Information source Farm level 

Reference 

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social Innovation 
Assessment Template Work Package No.3. 

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf  

Link with other indicators SOC_LE_03; SOC_HC_03 

Comments / caveat 
It is a dummy, as well as a self-declaration, and for these reasons it should not be used 
with too much confidence except in conjunction with other information. 

 
  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
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Name SOC_SC_01 Influence by SFSC 

Related Dimension SOC 

Related Attribute Social capital 

Related BM CSA; F2F; LFT; IM_LOG 

Description It expresses the ability of the supply chain to positively influence operators. 

Unit of measurement Value/ index 

Methodology/formula 

Self-declaration:  

Does your SFSC positively influence other local actors in their way of operating? 

1- Not at all 2 3 4 5 - Totally 

Information source Farm level 

Reference 

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social Innovation 
Assessment Template Work Package No.3. 

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf  

Link with other indicators SOC_SC_02; SOC_SC_04; SOC_G_02 

Comments / caveat - 

   
  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
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Name SOC_SC_02 New local networks  

Related Dimension SOC 

Related Attribute Social capital 

Related BM CSA; F2F; LFT; IM_LOG 

Description 
It expresses the capacity of the supply chain to create new connections in the 
territory. 

Unit of measurement Y/N 

Methodology/formula 

self-declaration:  

Has the SFSC enabled the creation of local networks (formal or informal)?   

Y/N 

Information source Farm level 

Reference 

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social Innovation 
Assessment Template Work Package No.3. 

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf  

Link with other indicators SOC_SC_01; SOC_SC_04; SOC_SC_05 

Comments / caveat 
It is a dummy, as well as a self-declaration, and for these reasons it should not be used 
with too much confidence except in conjunction with other information. 

   
  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
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Name SOC_SC_03 Customers & producers’ participation  

Related Dimension SOC 

Related Attribute Social capital 

Related BM CSA; F2F; LFT; IM_LOG 

Description 
It analyses the involvement of producers and consumers in consumption and 
production activities. 

Unit of measurement Value/index 

Methodology/formula 

Self-declaration:  

Do the following actors participate in the production & processing of your products? 

Customers   1 - Not at all 2 3 4 5 - Totally 

Local Producers  1 - Not at all 2 3 4 5 - Totally 

Information source Farm level 

Reference 

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social Innovation 
Assessment Template Work Package No.3. 

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf  

Link with other indicators SOC_SC_04 

Comments / caveat - 

 
  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
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Name SOC_SC_04 Stakeholders’ involvement    

Related Dimension SOC 

Related Attribute Social capital 

Related BM CSA; F2F; LFT; IM_LOG 

Description It analyses the involvement of stakeholders in SFSC activities. 

Unit of measurement Value/index 

Methodology/formula 

Self-declaration:  

It is a complex indicator based on the sum of the following 3 questions. 

A. Do you organize activities/meetings/workshops/events to involve and activate 
the local community? 1 - Never 2 3 4 5 - Always 

B. Do you organize these activities/meetings/workshops/events together with SFSC 
actors? 1 - Never 2 3 4 5 - Always 

C. Rate the participation in these activities/meetings/workshops/events. 

1 - Very low 2 3 4 5 - Very high 

Information source Farm level 

Reference 

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social Innovation 
Assessment Template Work Package No.3. 

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf  

Link with other indicators SOC_SC_01; SOC_SC_02; SOC_SC_03 

Comments / caveat  

 
  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
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Name SOC_FN_01 Increased access to food via SFSC 

Related Dimension SOC 

Related Attribute Food and Nutrition 

Related BM F2F; IM_LOG 

Description 
It measures the degree of commitment of the company to promote and disseminate 
the added value of short chains. 

Unit of measurement Value/index 

Methodology/formula 

Self-declaration:  

Does your organization promote knowledge and diffusion of the short food supply 
chain? 

1 - Not at all 2 3 4 5 - Totally 

Information source Farm level 

Reference 

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social Innovation 
Assessment Template Work Package No.3. 

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf  

Link with other indicators SOC_SC_02 

Comments / caveat - 

 
  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
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Name SOC_FN_02 Standards for food safety  

Related Dimension SOC 

Related Attribute Food and Nutrition 

Related BM F2F; IM_LOG 

Description 
In SFSC the customer’s attitude towards food labeling as a standard of food control 
and safety is more developed 

Unit of measurement Value/index 

Methodology/formula 

Self-declaration: 

Are the organization following formal standards for food safety and control? 1 - Not 
at all 2 3 4 5 - Totally 

Information source Farm level 

Reference 

Todorovic V. et al. (2018). Solutions for More Sustainable Distribution in the Short 
Food Supply Chains.  

https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/10/10/3481 

Kneafsey, M.; et al. (2013), Short Food Supply Chains and Local Food Systems in the 
EU: A State of Play of Their Socio-Economic Characteristics; JRC  

https://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/bitstream/JRC80420/final%20ipts
%20jrc%2080420%20(online).pdf 

Link with other indicators - 

Comments / caveat - 

 
  

https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/10/10/3481
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Name SOC_FN_03 Increased customers awareness   

Related Dimension SOC 

Related Attribute Food and Nutrition 

Related BM F2F; IM_LOG 

Description 
It expresses the degree of customers' awareness of what they eat and how the 
products they buy are produced and distributed. 

Unit of measurement Value 

Methodology/formula 

Self-declaration:  

Do you think your customers are aware of what they eat and how the products they 
buy are produced and distributed? 

1 - Not at all 2 3 4 5 - Totally  

Information source Farm level 

Reference 

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social Innovation 
Assessment Template Work Package No.3. 

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf  

Link with other indicators SOC_FN_01; SOC_SC_03 

Comments / caveat - 

  
  

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
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Name SOC_G_01 Coopetion index  

Related Dimension SOC 

Related Attribute Governance 

Related BM CSA; LFT; on line; IM_LOG 

Description 
It expresses balance between cooperation-oriented behaviour (importance of 
agricultural cooperatives, existence of professional unions, etc.) and competition-
oriented behaviour (number of enterprises; market share of main enterprises). 

Unit of measurement Value/index 

Methodology/formula 

As coopetition index consists in the co-occurance of antagonistic behaviours authors 
have adapted a matrix representation.t 

 

 

 

We propose a reclassification of cells, compiled via self-declaration, on a numerical 
basis.  

Collaborative behaviour: 4; Syncretic behaviour: 3; Monopolistic behaviour: 2; 
Competitive behaviour: 1 

Information source Farm level 

Reference 

Strength2Food project - V. Bellassen, et al. Methods and Indicators for Measuring the 
Social, Environmental and Economic Impacts of Food Quality Schemes, Short Food 
Supply Chains and Varying Public Sector Food Procurement Policies on Agri-Food 
Chain Participants and Rural Territories.  

https://www.strength2food.eu/wp-
content/uploads/2018/04/D3_2_Methodological-Handbook.pdf 

Link with other indicators ECO_VC_05; SOC_G_02 

Comments / caveat 
We propose a numerical classification coming from that proposed by the 
bibliographical reference 

  

https://www.strength2food.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/D3_2_Methodological-Handbook.pdf
https://www.strength2food.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/D3_2_Methodological-Handbook.pdf
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 Name SOC_G_02 SFSC actors’ proactive involvement   

Related Dimension SOC 

Related Attribute Governance 

Related BM CSA; LFT; on line; IM_LOG 

Description 
It expresses the degree of involvement of the various categories of stakeholders in 
the supply chain. 

Unit of measurement Value/index 

Methodology/formula 

Self-declaration: 

It is a complex indicator based on the sum of the scores given in the following items, 
by rating the involvement of SFSC actors in decision-making processes 

 

 

 

Information source Farm level 

Reference 

Antonelli, A.; Petruzzela, D. (2020). SMARTCHAIN Deliverable D3.4: Social Innovation 
Assessment Template Work Package No.3. 

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-
files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf  

Link with other indicators SOC_G_01 

Comments / caveat 
We propose a numerical classification coming from that proposed by the 
bibliographical reference. 

 

https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf
https://www.smartchain-platform.eu/sites/default/files/publication-files/Smartchain_D3.4_FINAL110521.pdf

